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THIS REPORT compares the statements of mavitul status, race, na
tivity, and country of origin on the death certificate with those on the 
matching census records. Differences in statements are discussed in 
terms of their effect on death vates, which are based on death certifi
cate and census information. A sample of death certificates fov deaths 
which occurred in the United Mates during May-August 1960 was se
lected and matched with the 1960 censw.s vecovds to provide the data for 
this study. 

For many of the vuiviables studied agreement was high, and little or no 
changes in the death Yates were indicated. These include death rates for 
the mamied; fov most of the single and widowed; for the white, Negro, 
and Japanese; for the nutive- born; and for over half of the countries of 
ori~”n tubulated. 

Large discrepancies which would substantially affect the death rates 
were found for some of the variables. These include death rates for the 
divorced and young widowed; for the Indian+ Filipinos, and “all other 
races;” for the foreign- born; and for persons born in the United King
dom and Ireland (Eire) and the Ezmtern European countries. 

I Category not applicable . . . I 
Quantity zero -

I Quantity more than O but less than 0.05---- 0.0 I 
Figure does not meet standards of 

*reliability or precision 

iv 



COMPARABILITY OF 

MARITAL STATUS, RACE, NATIVITY, AND

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN ON THE DEATH


CERTIFICATE AND MATCHING CENSUS RECORD

Thea Zelman Hambright, Office of Health Statistics Analysis 

INTRODUCTION 

This is one of three reports dealing with the 
comparability of selected items on the death cer
tificate and the matching 1960 census record. The 
items selected for comparison are residence, age, 
marital status, race, nativity, and country of 
origin. Residence and age have been discussed in 
two separate publications, 1~2and the remaining 
four items are the subjects of the present report. 
All these data are an outgrowth of the study 
Social and Economic Differentials in Mortality, 
United States, 1960, which has been described 
in several articles. *G 

Death certificates were matched with census 
records to provide information about social and 
economic characteristics of the decedent that were 
not recorded on the death records. Matching rec
ords also provided comparisons of responses to 
the same questions on the census record and the 
death certificate. Approximately 340,000 death 
certificates were selected from about 535,000 for 
deaths that occurred in the United States during 
the 4-month period May-August 1960. Certificates 
were selected for all nonwhite decedents as well 
as for all white decedents under age 65, for one-
half of the white decedents 65-74 years old, and 
for one-fifth of the white decedents 75 years and 
older, Numbers presented here have been in
fIated by the reciprocal of these sampling fractions 
to represent the total deaths during the 4-month 
period, After the death certificates were selected, 

1960 census files were manually searched for 
matching census records. If the decedent was 
found in the 100-percent census enumeration 
(stage I) and it was indicated there that a 25-
percent sample census record (stage II) existed 
for him, the stage II files were also searched. 

About 23 percent of the total sampled death 
certificates were not matched with the 1960 stage 
I census records. Four percent of the death 
certificates matched with stage I records were 
not matched with stage Hrecords. The error intro
duced by sampling white decedents aged 65 and 
over was probably inconsequential compared 
with the potential bias introduced by using only 
matched records. 

Death certificates matched with stage I 
census records provided results for marital status 
and race. Death records matched with stage II 
census records provided results for nativity and 
country of origin. For this study the stage I 
census records were manually coded, and age 
was converted from date of birth to age at time 
of death. 

A number of records were excluded from 
the stage I comparisons. All records for de
cedents aged 100 years and over were omitted 
because a large proportion of the ages over 100 
appeared to be coding errors. In addition, records 
were excluded which did not contain responses 
to color and/or sex in the stage I census. Finally, 
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records were excluded from the analysis wher
ever there was no response on either the death 
certificate or the census record to the variable 
being compared. For example, nonresponses to 
marital status were omitted from the marital 
status comparisons. 

Stage II data were handled by the usual 
census procedures, where schedules were proc
essed by FOSDIC (Film Optical Sensing Device 
for Input to Computer) and where nonresponses 
to color and/or sex were assigned responses 
by an allocation procedure. The stage II study 
group refers to sampled decedents whose death 
certificates were matched with the 25-percent 
sample census records whose ages were re-
ported in the same 10-year age interval on the 

death certificate and on the census record. 
Age agreement was introduced primarily to elim
inate confounding age errors with errors in 
nativity and country of origin. Also it was ex
pected that discrepancies would be minimized 
under the assumption that agreement in reporting 
other information would be higher for those in
dividuals whose ages were in agreement than for 
those whose ages were not in agreement in 10-
year intervals. Moreover, limiting the group in 
this way increased the likelihood that the two 
records compared were in fact for the same 
person. A more detailed description of the quali
f ications of the data is contained in another re-
port. 1 

MEASURING COMPARABILITY


Lack of correspondence between information 
on the census record and on the death certificate 
reflects the various stages at which the records 
could differ as well as response error. These 
differences include the nature of the record; the 
characteristics of the respondent; the care taken 
by the interviewer; the phrasing of the question; 
and the coding, editing, and processing of the 
responses. Since stage I census records and 
death certificates were manually coded and were 
not edited, they were probably subject to the 
same levels of coding and card pun”ching errors. 
Differences in information could have been the 
result of the manner in which responses were 
elicited. A large proportion of the 1960 census 
records were filled out by the subject himself or 
his family (i.e., self-enumerated). About 72 per-
cent of the population in metropolitan areas were 
self-enumerated. Personal data on, the death cer
tificate were usually recorded by the funeral di
rector or the medicolegal officer from informa
tion provided by relatives of the deceased. 

Stage 11 census data differed further from 
death certificate data because they were mechani
cally processed and edited for errors, non-
response, and internal inconsistencies. The allo
cation procedures for assigning information on 
the census record where no.response was given 
were designed to produce unbiased group sta
tistics. The assigned response may be inappro

priate for particular individuals without dis
torting the average results. When census rec
ords with assigned responses were compared 
with given responses on the death certificates, 
inconsistencies might be expected. Except for 
the race variable, nonresponses on the death 
certificate were left as unknown. 

Two measures were selected to evaluate the 
correspondence in information between records, 
coinciding with the two major purposes of the 
report. One objective was to ascertain the ex-
tent to which the same response was found for 
an individual on both records. To this end, per-
cent agreement was used which had as its numer
ator the number of identical responses to an 
item on the death certificate and census record 
and as its denominator the total number of re
sponses to that item on the census record. 

The other major objective was to determine 
the effect of the comparison results on published 
death rates, which are formed by using death 
certificate information in ~he numerator and 
census information in the denominator. One 
approach to this problem was to examine the 
total number of responses to an item on both 
records, ignoring the question of whether or not 
the same individual was represented in the two 
totals. For this purpose the net difference rate 
was used which had as its numerator the dif
ference between the two totals in a given category 
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and as its denominator the total in that category 
on one of the records. This rate is then an estimate 
of the percent change between the usual death 
rate and a death rate that would have resulted if 
the information on one of the records was used 
in both the numerator and the denominator. (For 
a more complete discussion of the measures used 
in this study, see reference 1.) In this report, the 
census record totals were used as the denomi
nator of the percent agreement and of the net 
difference rate. This was not done because 
census information was considered superior but 
because the results of this study came from a 
sample of death certificates matched with census 
records. The effect of the comparison on death 
rates may be determined by asking what would 
happen to the rate if the census information found 
for the sample of decedents was used for all 
decedents. Or, it may be determined by asking 
what would happen to the rate if the death certif
icate information found for sampled decedents 
wits used for the total population. While both 
questions are meaningful, the former may be 

MARITAL 
Marital status, like age, sex, and color, is an 

important demographic variable implying on the 
average certain environmental characteristics of 
an individual. Many studies in mortality have in
dicated a close relationship between risk of death 
and marital status. For example, statements have 
been made such as, “Get married and live 
longer.!! ‘7and !Ionce you are married, hold on to 

your wife.”s For many years, mortality for 
married persons has been lower at practically 
every age than for single, widowed, or divorced 
persons. 

It may be that errors existing in the data on 
marital status are responsible for this phenome
non, For example, some marital groups may be 
underenumerated in the census or on the death 
certificate or may be incorrectly reported on one 
or both records. The data in this study compare 
responses to the item on marital status on both 
records. While the results cannot provide esti
mates of underenumeration, they can be used to 
evaluate correspondence in the data. The amount 
of correspondence would suggest the extent to 

more justifiable since it involves an inference 
from the sample of decedents to the total number 
of deaths rather than to the total living population. 
Either record could have been used to provide the 
denominator of the percent agreement where no 
generalizations were sought, but the census rec
ord was selected merely for the sake of con
sistency. Thus both measures estimate the simi
larities or differences between the records 
relative to the census information. It should be 
mentioned here that although the potential impact 
of the comparisons on the death rates are dis
cussed in this report, no adjustments were made 
in the rates. Corrected rates for age 1 and the 
four variables dealt with in this report (marital 
status, race, nativity, and country of origin)6 have 
been published elsewhe~e. 

The report is divided into three sections: 
marital status, race, and nativity and country of 
origin. Each item is dealt with separately, and 
the qualifications of the data specific to the item 
are contained in the explanatory notes at the end 
of each section. 

STATUS 
which observed mortality patterns by marital 
status may be reflections of errors in the records. 

RESULTS 

Percent Agreement 

The amount of agreement between the death 
certificate and the census record varied for each 
marital group. Of the four groups shown in table 
A, percent agreement between records was highest 
for married persons and lowest for the divorced 
in nearly every age group. The consistently high 
level of agreement among married persons was 
not surprising since there were more persons in 
this group than in any of the others. Also it was 
the one group for which one or the other spouse 
was available to respond on either one or both 
records. Low agreement among the divorced 
may reflect uncertainties about whether date of 
filing or date of decree constituted the divorce. 
For the single and widowed, the level of agreement 
was closely related to age. Among the younger 
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decedents(thoseunder45)agreementwas some

what higher for singlepersons than for the

widowed. For olderdecedents(thoseover 65)

agreementwas higherforthewidowed thanfor

thesingle. coincide
Thesefindings withtheprob

abilities maritalgroup.
of beingina particular


More youngerpeopleare aptto be singlethan

widowed,and,conversely,
more olderpeopleare

likely
tobe widowedthansingle.


Resultsby sex are presentedin table1.

Generally, higheragreement
therewas slightly

among married men thanamong marriedwomen


Table A. Percent agreement on marital status and age between the death certificateand I 
matching census record,by color, age, and marital status: United States, May-August 
1960 

White Nonwhite


Marital status Marital status

Age and marital status


=T=I Age m A= 
15-99 years


Total---------------------


Single

Married

Widowed

Divorced


15-44 years


Total-----------------------


Single

Married

Widowed

Divorced


45-64 years


Total-------------------:---


Single

Married

Widowed

Divorced


65-99 Years


Total-----------------------


Single

Married

Widowed

Divorced


Percent agreement


94.8 95.2 91.9 87.8 88.7 73.7 

90.1 91.0 90.3 74.8 78.4 79.8 
96.5 96.9 93.3 91.4 92.3 76.9 
95.0 95.3 90.1 88.7 88.9 65.7 
72.4 73.5 90.8 54.5 57.6 80.0 

95.2 96.5 91.7 87.4 88.9 83.5 

94.5 96.3 92.8 87.7 90.4 86.8 
96.8 97.7 92.1 90.3 91.3 83.1 
77.4 75.0 73.1 66*8 61.2 69.1 
80.5 83.4 86.1 61,7 65.5 83.0 

95.2 95.9 92.5 85.8 87.0 80.4 

89.1 90.3 88.8 ;;.; 68.4 77*7 
97.6 98.0 94.0 92.5 82.4 
89.0 89.6 84.4 80:6 81.2 74.0 
79.8 81.1 91.6 57.9 59.7 84.5 

94.5 94.8 91.7 89.2 90.0 65.9 

89.0 89.4 90.2 63.0 66.3 70.9 
95.8 96.0 93.0 91.7 92.6 68.0 
95.6 95.9 90.7 91.7 92.3 63.3 
63.5 64.1 91.3 44.1 47.3 70.6 

1Includes only those decedents with age reported in same 10-year interva1 on the

death certificateand matching census record.
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and considerably more agreement among widowed 
women than among widowed men. The largest dif 
ferences were for widowed decedents under age 
65, corresponding perhaps to the fact that young 
mt!n are less likely than young women to be 
widowed. For decedents over age 65 the dif
ferences in agreement between widowed males 
and widowed females were much smaller, prob
aljly reflecting the increased likelihood for per-
sons of both sexes at older ages to be widowed. 
For the divorced agreement was higher for males 
than for females. There were other differences 
between males and females, but the patterns were 
less easily determined. For all marital groups 
combined, percent agreement was about the same 
for both males and females. 

Agreement was higher for white decedents 
than for nonwhite in each marital group shown in 
table A. Color differences were smallest among 
married persons and older widowed persons where 
correspondence in information for the total group 
was the highest. The largest color differences 
were found among the divorced and older single 
persons where correspondence in information 
for the total group was the lowest. Agreement 
declined with increasing age for single persons 
in both color groups but much more so for non-
white decedents. For ages 15-44 years agreement 
was 95 percent for white single decedents com
pared with 88 percent for the nonwhite. Agree
ment declined to 89 percent for white and 63 per-
cent for nonwhite single persons aged 65-99 
years. Apparently, information can be reliably 
obtained for the married and the older widowed 
for both white and nonwhite persons. On the other 
hand, data for the single and divorced contained 
substantial discrepancies which were even larger 
for nonwhite than for white persons. 

Some of the discrepancies in information on 
marital status may reflect changes in marital 
status between the date of the census enumeration 
and date of death. Rough estimates were made of 
thu proportion of disagreements which could have 
resulted from changes in marital status using 
rates for marriage, remarriage, divorce, and 
death. The estimates suggest that for the most 
part probably not more than 20 percent of the dis
c repancies could have resulted from changes in 
marital status. 

Persons under 45 enumerated as single, 
widowed, and divorced were most often listed as 
married on the death certificate when the two 
records did not agree. Estimates of marriage 
rates indicate that all the single people may have 
married; and about 75 percent of the divorced and 
less than one-third of the widowed may have re-
married. The chance of changing marital status, 
of even becoming widowed, after age 45 is very 
small in a short time interval. When the pro-
portion of persons who could have changed marital 
status is eliminated from the discrepancies ob
served, 80 percent of the disagreements remain, 
and these are probably the resul~ of an error in 
information on one of the records. The impact of 
these disagreements on the death rate will be 
discussed in the section on net difference rates. 

Age and Marital Status 

Data comparing responses on marital status 
were tabulated separately for individuals whose 
stated ages were in the same 10-year age interval 
(“equal ages”) on both records and separately for 
those whose ages were not in the same 10-year 
interval (“unequal ages’ ‘). Agreement on marital 
status for both color groups was almost always 
slightly higher for those with “equal ages” than 
for the total group, regardless of age agreement. 
There is a chance that some of the records which 
disagreed both on marital status and on age may 
be mismatches that would artificially inflate the 
reporting differences seen in the total group. For 
the majority of records, however, higher agree
ment on marital status for those with age agree
ment than for the total group might be expected 
under the assumption that records for which one 
item was consistently reported would be more 
likely to have other items consistently reported. 

From another viewpoint, however, the as
sumption was not completely borne out by the 
results. Table A shows agreement on age in 10-
year intervals regardless of agreement on marital 
status, on marital status for the total group re
gardless of age agreement, and on marital status 
for those with “equal ages.” High agreement on 
marital status among the married and low agree
ment among the divorced might have suggested 
that age agreement would be higher for the married 
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than for’ the divorced, following the same pattern 
described above of consistent reporting from item 
to item. However, despite much more agreement 
on marital status among married persons than 
among divorced, age agreement for the white 
group was only slightly higher for the married 
than for the divorced. And although agreement on 
marital status among the nonwhite married group 
was nearly twice as great as that among the di
vorced, age agreement was usually higher for the 
divorced than for the married. A tentative con
clusion from these results would be that for those 
records with age agreement there is a good 
chance that they will agree also on marital status. 
For those with agreement on marital status, 

Table B. Net difference rates for rnari.tal 
matching census record, by color and 

Age and marital status 

15-99 years 

Single 
Married 
Widowed -------------------------------------------

however, no inference can be made about whether 
they will agree on age. The explanation for this 
may be that marital status is an inherently easier 
piece of information to know about oneself or a 
relative than age. 

Net Difference Rates 

Along with the fairly high agreements for 
most marital groups, the net difference rates 
were small. The largest net difference rates were 
for the divorced in each age group and for the 
widowed under *ge 4.5. Table B shows the results 
for the total study group and for those whose ages 
were in the same 10-year interval on both records. 

status between the death certificate and 
age: United States, May-August 1960 

White Nonwhite 

I I 

Total Equa 1 I Tota 1 Equa 1 
agesl agesl 

Divorced -----.-

15-44 years 

Single 
Married 
Widowed -------------------------------------------
Divorced 

45-64 years 

Single 
Married 
Widowed -------------------------------------------
Divorced 

65-99 years 

Single 
Married 
Widowed -------------------------------------------
Divorced 

Net difference rates 

-2.7 -2.9 -3.0 -2.9 
-1.6 -;.; -2.7 -2.4 

1::: 15:5 2;:: 2::; 

-1.8 -1.1 
-1.3 -0.7 -::: -H 
45.4 10.5 26.8 ’13.7 
14.5 16.1 31.6 34.5 

-2.6 -2.8 -2.7 -3.5 
-1.2 -0.9 -2.8 -$; 

4.0 
1::$ 13.9 1::; 17:3 

-3.1 -3.7 -9.0 -10.;’ 
-2.0 -1.9 -2.0 -1.: 

2.; 
1::: 1;:; 2:;; 16,1. 

lIncludes only those decedents with age reported in same 10-year interval on death 
certificateand matching census record. 
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The two series of net difference rates were gener
ally similar. For the young widowed, however, the 
difference was extreme. For example, among 
white widowed decedents 15-44 years, the net dif
ference rate was 45 percent for the total group 
compared with 11 percent for the group with 
“equal ages.” 

In both series of rates (total and “equal ages”) 
the net differences for the single and married, 
were generally small and negative. Rates for’ the 
divorced and for the young widowed were large 
and positive; those for the older widowed were 
small and positive. Observed trends in death rates 
have consistently shown large differentials be-
tween married persons and those in the other 
marital groups. The married at most ages, but 
particularly at younger ages, have had much lower 
mortality than the other groups. If the net differ
ence rates of either series are applied to the death 
rates, the observed mortality differentials would 
be diminished. “Corrected” death rates for the 
married and single would be higher while those 
for the widowed and divorced would be lower than 
the observed death rates. The changes indicated 
for the single are small compared with !hose for 
the divorced and young widowed. Therefore, 
“corrected” rates may result in some shifting of 
relative mortality risks among the single, 
widowed, and divorced. The data suggest that the 
observed low mortality for married persons is 
probably not a result of inconsistencies in infor
mation between the records. However, the amount 
by which the mortality risk is lower for the 
married than for the other groups may be in
fluenced by the extent of disagreements in data 
for the other groups. 

If marital status is the only variable to be 
corrected, then the net difference rates for the 
total group would be the appropriate correction 
factor for discrepancies in marital status forage-
specific and marital- specific death rates. If, 
however, both age and marital status are to be 
corrected, it is suggested that net difference rates 
for age (published elsewhere 1) be applied first and 
net difference rates for marital status for the 
“equal age” group be applied second. In other 
words, once age errors are eliminated, the next 
step is to eliminate only errors in marital status. 

Net difference rates for marital status for the 
total group would contain errors in both age and 
marital status. 

COMPARISON WITH THREE OTHER 
STUDIES 

1961 British Study 

As part of the evaluation of the 1961 Census 
of England and Walesg all death-registration rec
ords for persons under 75 years of age who 
died during May and June 1961 were selected and 
matched with census records in order to compare 
responses to certain items on the death-regis
tration record and the census form. Table C shows 
that, except for the divorced, percent agreement 
for each marital group was quite high (higher than 
that found in the present study) for decedents 
under age 75. According to the British report, the 
largest discrepancy was in the number (not the 
proportion) of persons reported as married at the 
time of the census but widowed at death. Since a 
similar tendency was noted in the present study, it 
seems worthwhile to discuss the British findings. 
Records were checked for 118 men aged 65-74 
years who were reported as married at the time 
of the census but widowed at death. Of these, 28 
percent had been enumerated in institutions. The 
following quotations are taken from the British 
report. 9 “There is likely to be some element of 
unreliability here in the census record to the ex-
tent that elderly sick people cannot always be 
very helpful to those responsible for the comple
tion of census schedules in institutions.” Another 
28 percent did not have a wife recorded on the 
census schedule. “This group may represent a 
tendency noted elsewhere for widowed people to 
regard themselves as married despite the death 

of their spouse . . . . The term widowed may have 

been used at death registration if the couple were 
in fact separated.” For 37 percent a wife was re-
corded on the census. “While it is possible that 
some of this group were not married to the woman 
returned as their wife, on the whole, the more 
likely explanation here is that the information 
given at death registration was in error.” The 
remaining 7 percent may have become widowed 
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Table	C. Percent agreement and net differencerates for marital status: 1961 British

Study and 1960 United States Census-DeathCertificateMatched Record Study


I 1961 British Studyl

I


Marital status

Net dif-


Percent
 ference
agreement rate


Total,15-74 years- 97.9 . . . 

Single 95.2 -2.7 
Married 98.5 -0.7 
Widowed 97.9 
Divorced 80.0 1?:: 

lGreat Britain General Register Office,


1960 U.S. Census-DeathCertificateMatched

Record Study2


94.1 .00 95.0 ... 

89.2 -2.1 90.7 -2.2

96.7 -1“. 97.2 -1.3
4

91.1 92.2

74.6 1::; 76.9 1:::


1961 Census of England and Wales, General

Report, H.M. Stationery Office, London (personal communication).


2
Refers to the total study group regardless of age agreement.


duringthetime interval
betweenthecensusand

theirdeath.Thiskindofanalysis
wouldappearto

be a fruitful record
approachindeterminingwhich

isinerrorwhen discrepancies
ininformationare

found.


The. similarities
in resultsbetween the

BritishStudyandthepresentstudyareremark-

able. Althoughagreement was higherin the

BritishStudy,itwas usuallywithina few per

centagepointsoftheresultsinthepresentstudy.

Agreement among thedivorcedin bothstudies

was thelowestcompared withtheothermarital


groups.The net difference
rateswere nearly

identical Statements
inthetwo studies. ofsingle

andmarriedwere foundmore oftenon thecensus

record, while statementsof widowed and di

vorced were found more oftenon the death

certificate.


19s0 Occupation Study 

The study’’TheComparability
ofReportson

OccupationFrom VitalRecords and the 1950

Census”lowas doneintheUnitedStatesin1950;

itsmajor objective
was thecomparisonofoccu-


Data are available
pationstatements. from this

studywhichcompare statements
ofmaritalstatus

on thedeathcertificate
withthaton thematching

1950censusrecordforwhitemaledecedents
aged

45-64years.TableDcontainsthepercentagree-

ment and net difference
ratesformaritalstatus

foundforthesampleinthe19500ccupation
Study

and the sample in the presentstudy.For the

single,
married,andwidowedthepercentagree

ment was nearlythe same in Ixxhstudies,
but

for the divorcedthe presentstudyhad much

higheragreement.On the otherhand,thenet


differencerate for the divorcedin the 1950

OccupationStudywas considerably
smallerthan

in thepresentstudy.Possibledifferences
inthe

sample compositionbetweenthetwostudies
and

theuse of self-enumeration
in the 1960census

couldhave contributed inre
to dissimilarities

sults.


Exceptforthesinglegroup,thedirection
of


thenetdifference
rateswas thesame forboth

studies. ofmarriedweremorepreva-
Statements

lenton the census records than on thedeath

certificates. ofwidowedanddivorced
Statements

were more prevalenton thedeathcertificates
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Table D. Percent agreement and net difference rates for marital 
decedents aged 45-64 years for the United States: 1950 Occupation 
sus-Death Certi,ficate-Matched Record Study 

1950	 Occupation 
Study 1 

Marital statua 

Percent Net dif
ferenceagreetnent rate 

Single 87.5 
Married ----------------------------------- 96.5 -;:: 
Widowed 81.6 8.0 
Divorced 69.2 9.0 

status of white male 
Study and 1960 Cen-

1960 Census-Death 
Certificate 

Matched Record Study 

Percent Net dif
ferenceagreement rate 

88.1 -2.3 
97.9 -1.0 
80.8 
81.4 17.1 

I 

lNati.onal Office of Vital Statistics: The comparability of reports on occupation 
from vital records and the 1950 census, by D.L. Kq!slan,E. Parkhurst, and P.K. Whelpton, 
Vital Stat3sti.cs-SPeci.al Reports, Vol. 53, No. 1. Public Health Service, Washington, 

. C., June 1961. 

than on the census records. Similarity in size 
and direction of the net difference rates between 
the studies supports the reliability of the results 
of each study. These results suggest that the ex
cess mortality observed for the widowed anddi
vorced over the last decade compared with that 
observed for the married is too high. 

1960 Current Population Survey-Census 

Match Study 

TheU.S. BureauoftheCensusevaluatedsome 
of the 1960 census results by matching records 
with the Current Population Survey (CPS).ll CPS-
Census comparisons of marital status data re
sulted in fairly high agreement in each category 
except the divorced (table E). In four-fifths of 
the sex, age, and marital groups, agreement was 
higher inthe CPS -Census Study than inthepres
ent study. In terms of the gamut ofprocedures, 
from interviewing to tabulating, the census is 
probably more similar to the CPS than to the 
death certificate. Correspondence in information 
between the census and the CPS, therefore, might 
beexpected tobe greater than between thecensus 
and the death certificate. 

Despite CPS-Censusprocedural similarities, 
however, large discrepancies in marital status 

were observed for the divorced at all agesand 
for the young widowed under age 45. This is as 
much the same as what was found in the present 
study. It was suggested earlier that someofthese 
discrepancies could have resulted from mis
matched recordsorfrom changes inmaritalstatus 
between the time ofthecensusenumeration andthe 
date of death. The time lag between census and 
CPS enumeration was lessthanlmonth; therefore 
it is unlikely that a substantial portion of the dif
ferences in information arose through changes in 
marital status. It is improbable, moreover, that 
mismatches occurred to the same extent in Imth 
studies or that they would be concentrated in the 
same marital groups. 

Whatever reasons account for the discrepan
cies, they appear to have been operating inhoth 
studies. The CPS-Census results support the 
findings of the present study. That is, data on 
marital status can be obtained with a high degree 
of reliability for most marital groups with the 
notable exceptions of the young widowed and of 
the divorced of all ages. In situations where the 
respondent is different from the person being 
enumerated, confusion may easily arise about 
the correct marital status of a subject who lives 
alone. 
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Table E. Percent agreement on marital status, by sex and age for the United States,

1960: CPS-CensusMatch Study and Census-DeathCertificateMatched Record Study


Census-Death

CPS-Census Certificate

Match Studyl Matched Record


Age and marital status


Male


14 years and over


Total-------- ..--- 97.8


Single------.,- .------- 98.1

Married---------
--.----- - 98.8

Widowed-------- .------- --.----- - 87.3

Divorced -----.--a------- 63.6


14-44 years


Total-----------.----- 98.4


Single 98.6

Married-----.-- -.------ - 98.6

Widwed -------------------------------------------------
62.7

Divorced-.------ 82.9


45-64 years


Total-----------------------------------------------97.0


Study


Female Male Female


Percent agreement


97.5 94.2 94.1 

98.8 87.7 90,6 
98.5 96.8 94.3 
92.9 9101 95.9 
82.2 74.6 63.5 

98.1 94.0 93.6 

;:.; 93.8 92.9 
95.5 95.8 

82:9 62,7 77.3 
85.7 76.8 77.9 

96.8 94.4 93.6 

98.5 85.9 88.5 
98.6 ;;.$ 96.2 
90.6 91.1 
80.0 78:5 74.2 

96.5 94.0 94.2


Single 
Married-------- -
Widowed-.------ ........---------------. -
Divorced 

65 years and”over


Total-------- -----.-


Single “--------.....-.

Married-------- ----.--- ------.--

Widowed---..-”

Divorced -.------ .-------


95.8

99.0

80.0

52.1


96.9


88.9 100.0 85.0 90.8 
98.7 98.1 96.7 ;:.: 
92.6 95.3 92.5 
56.1 68.9 69.8 49:6 

lU.S. Bureau of the Census: Evaluation and research program of the U.S. Censuses of

Population and Housing 1960: accuracyof data on population characteristicsas measured

by CPS-CensusMatch, Series ER60, No. 5, Washington, U.S. Government Printing Office,

1964.


2Based on fewer than 100 CPS records.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Comparison of response results indicated 
generally high correspondence for the single, 
married, and widowed but relatively low corre
spondence for the divorced. No substantial dif
ferences in levels of agreement were found be-
tween males and females except for the greater 
agreement among widowed females than among 
widowed males. In most cases agreement was 
higher for white decedents than for nonwhite. The 
largest color differences were observed for the 
single; the sniallest differences were for the 
married. With increasing age, agreement declined 
among single persons and increased among 
widowed persons. 

The size of the net difference rates suggests 
that relatively lower mortality levels observed 
for married persons compared with other persons 
are probably accurate. The extent of the differen
tial, however, is probably not as large as ob
served rates indicate. If the net difference rates 
from this study were applied to the death rates, 
“corrected” rates for the single and married 
would be higher than the observed rates. ‘‘Cor
rected” death rates for the widowed and divorced 
would be lower than the observed. These changes 
would narrow the gap in mortality differentials 
between the married and the other groups and 
might alter the relative mortality positions of 
the single, widowed, and divorced, 

Other studies comparing responses to marital 
status between records produced results similar 
to those of the present study. In all cases, the 
married, single, and widowed groups contained 
small discrepancies and the divorced group con
tained large discrepancies. Although reasons may 
be advanced to account for the errors, these rea
sons cannot eliminate the errors. In order to 
obtain reliable data for the divorced (and for the 
young widowed group), it may be necessary to 
modify the quest ion on marital status. Internal 
checks might be introduced which in conjunction 
with the main question would provide the basis 
for tabulating the response, For example, where 
the subject is the respondent, questions might be 
inserted requesting the year the divorce was de-
creed or the year of death of the spouse. If it is 
worthwhile to collect and tabulate data on marital 
status, some effort should be made to assure its 

reliability. 

EXPLANATORY NOTES 

Definitions 

For both the census records and the death 
certificates, definitions of marital status are the 
same. Individuals reported as separated or living 
in common-law marriages are coded as marrie@ 
individuals never married or whose only marriage 
was annulled are coded as single. For this stu_dy,
no allocations were made for individuals whose 
marital status was not stated on the census record. 

Record Losses 

Of the original sample of death certificates 
selected for searching in the 100-percent census 
enumeration for matching records, about 70 per-
cent were used in the analysis of marital status. 
The largest single loss was for records not found 
in the census files— about 20 percent of the se
lected sample. Further losses came about through 
nonresponse to the items on marital status, age, 
sex, and/or color, and because certain age groups 
were omitted from the analysis. The study group 
for analysis by marital status included decedents 
15-99 years of age with matched records whose 
sex, color, and marital status were reported on 
both the census record and the death certificate. 
Table F shows the percent distribution of total, 
matched, and unmatched records by marital status 
on the death certificate. Each marital group, ex
cept the married, was overrepresented among the 
unmatched records. 

Age and Marital Status 

Two separate tabulations were prepared for 
marital status: one tabulation was done for rec
ords in which the age statement on both the census 
and the death certificate was within the same 10-
year interval, and the second was done for those 
records in which the age statement was not within 
the same 10-year interval on the census and the 
death certificate. The percent distributions of 
records by marital status for the groups with 
“equal ages I! and with !Iunequalages” are shown 

in table G. There were relatively more widowed 
and divorced decedents among those with’ ‘unequal 
ages” than among those with “equal ages. ” 
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Table F. Percent distributionof total, matched,and unmatched records and percent un

matched,by marital status on the death certificate:United States,May-August 1960


Marital status Total


Percent distribution 

Total----m---- ----e.--- 100.0 
-

Single


Mrried


Widowed


Divorced


Not stated or not valid


12.9


50.0


32.5


3.7


0.8


12.0 16.6


52.9 38.8


31.5 36.5


3.0 6.3


0.5 1.8


Percent

un


matched


20.2


26.0


15.7


22.7


34.7


45.7


Table G. Number and percent distributionof total study group, group with equal ages,

and group with unequal ages, by marital status: United States,May-August 1960


Marital status Total	 Equal Unequal Total Equal Unequal

agesl ages ages1 ages


Number Percent distribution


I

Total


Single


Married


Widowed


Divorced


Not stated or not valid
 R%
II II I 

iii
II 
E

I 

lIncludesonly those decedentswith age reported in the same 10-year interval on th~ 
death certificate and matching census record. 
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RACE€
The designation of race on vital and enumera

tion records is complicated by the lack of objec
tivity inherent in the characteristic. Unlike age or 
marital status, for example, race can be defined 
by a number of criteria which are neither mutu

ally exclusive nor exhaustive. In some cases racial 
classifications are synonymous with national 
origins such as Japanese and Chinese. In other 
cases, legal definitions may exist but are subject 
to individual interpretation such as those for 
American Indians. For the most part, the death-
registration system and the Bureau of the Census 
have relied on what is commonly accepted by the 
general public as the basis for recording race. 
Therefore, responses to the race item will not 
reflect legal definitions, definitions of biological 
stock, or cultural heritage. Probably the most 
practical classification of race would be based on 
the individual’s assignment of himself or his 
family. Self-identification should result in a 
closer representation of reality than would re
sult from an outsider’s opinion of the appropriate 
designation. This would be particularly true for 
racial groups which are difficult to identify on 
the basis of observation alone. Such individuals 
would include those of mixed racial ancestry and 
those from areas of the world not frequently enough 
represented in an area to be familiar to the public. 

Procedural differences between the records 
would have an impact on the extent to which the 
race responses reflected self - identification. In
structions for completing the personal information 
on the death certificate, which in 1960 existed 
mostly verbally (except in about one-third of the 
States in which manuals were available) indicated 
that the decedent’s race be recorded on the basis 
of what the informant (usually the family of the 
deceased) reported. However, the variation in 
actual practice from State to State and among 
areas within States may have been great. Under 
certain circumstances, the procedure might not 
have been strictly adhered to for a variety of 
reasons, including local” attitudes. If a decedent 
or his family appeared to be of a particular racial 
group based on visual inspection, the funeral di
rector may have recorded his observation without 
questioning the informant. Since the death certifi
cate is a legal document, however, copies are 
often given to the family to arrange for insurance 

and other benefits. This may oblige the person 
completing the form to ask the race of the family 
beforehand, averting difficulties later. In some 
cases the informant’s answer may have been am
biguous or have referred to an infrequently 
mentioned race. Such responses may have been 
recorded as one of the more frequently occurring 
groups or recorded as “other.” 

Some of these problems prevailed on the 
census record, but a different dimension was in
troduced. On the majority of census records in 
1960, the respondent filled out the form and as-
signed himself and the members of his household 
to a racial group. Sometimes when the response 
was omitted or was not definitive, the judgment of 
the enumerator based on observation was sub
stituted. The census record, uniform throughout 
the Nation, provided 10 specific race categories 
and “etc.” or an open-ended category as suggested 
groups which should have aided those in doubt as 
to which races constituted separate groups. But 
in cases where self-enumeration was not used, 
other factors influenced the recording of data, 
such as local attitudes, enumerator observation, 
and the tendency of the enumerator to designate 
all families within an area in which a particular 
ethnic group is predominant as members of that 
group. 

Insofar as instructions were followed on both 
records, the mechanism for eliciting response on 
race was theoretically closer between the death 
certificate and the 1960 census record in which 
self-enumeration was used than was previously 
the case. On censuses &fore 1960, race was 
usually based on the enumerator’s observations 
unless unsolicited information from the respond
ent during the interview was offered. 

RESULTS 

Percent Agreement 

For most vital statistics purposes, the popu
lation is divided into two and sometimes three 

groups— white and nonwhite; or white, Negro, 
other nonwhite—rather than into detailed race 
groups. The reason for these divisions is prag
matic. Since the overwhelming majority of the 
nonwhite group in the United States is Negro 
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(92 percent in 1960), whatever differences exist 
among the races comprising the nonwhite category 
would contribute negligibly to the total. From this 
point of view, comparison of color statements on 
the two records is more important than the com
parison of race statements. However, data are 
available by race and the results will be discussed 
at some length to show the problems of obtaining 
such information on official records. 

Comparison of Statements on Color 

For the total group of decedents in this study, 
99.6 percent were in the same color group on-both 
records. Percent agreement was 99.8 percent for 
the white group and 97.7 percent for the nonwhite 
(table H). Some of the 2.3 percent of records with 
nonwhite assignments on the census record but 
with white assignments on the death certificate 
probably include those death, certificates where 
race was not reported but was assigned to the white 
category. The number of such cases was not re-
corded in 1960 (see’ ‘Explanatory Notes” for coding 
rules). For example, in 1965 when such assign
ments were discontinued, 2,741 death certificates 
had no race information—O. 15 percent of all 

Table H. Percent agreement and net dif
ference rates for race between the death 
certificate and �atching census record: 
United States, May-August 1960 

Race on 
census 
record 

Total-

White----
Nonwhite-

Negro 
Other non-
white 

Indian-
Japanese---
Chinese----
Fi_lipino---
All other 
races 

Percent NetPercent white on differ-agree- death 
ment cert~fi- ence 

rate ca te 

99.6 . . . .*. 

99.8 . . . 
97.7 2.3 -::: 

98.2 L.8 0.3 

86.9 11.2 -6.8 
79.2 16.9 -11.0 
97.0 1.2 -1.4 
90.3 -6.8 
72.6 1;:; -22.0 

60.4 29.7 18.9 

I 

deaths. The effect of allocating all these decedents 
to the white category can be measured by as- I 
suming that the same proportion of nonresponse 
existed in 1960 and further that all these non-
responses should have been nonwhite; thenagree
ment between the census record and death certifi
cate for nonwhites would have been 99.1 percent 
instead of the 97.7 percent found. There was no 
parallel situation for missing race information 
on the census record since these records were 
omitted from the. stage I study group. 

When the nonwhite group is divided into 
Negro and “other nonwhite,” the high agreement 
seen for the nonwhite group is largely a reflection 
of the high agreement for Negroes. Lack of cor
respondence in data for “other nonwhite” may be 
related to the heterogeneous nature of the cate
gory. It includes several specific race groups and 
a residual group. Moreover, the “other nonwhite” 
group represents a relatively small number of 
decedents—less than 1 percent of the total study 
group. The effect of numbers on the size of the 
percent agreement can be seen when the data are 
analyzed by geographic region of residence as 
shown in the table on the following page. 

For example, nonwhite decedents were 5 per-
cent of the total study group in the Northeast and 
22 percent of the group in the South. Correspond
ing to this distribution,’ agreement for the nonwhite 
group was 96 percent in the Northeast and 99 
percent in the South. The lowest agreement for 
the nonwhite group was in the West (94 percent) 
even though this region did not’ contain the lowest 
proportion of nonwhite to total decedents, Negroes 
comprised 97 percent or more of the nonwhite 
group in the other regions, but they comprised 
only 52 percent of the nonwhite group in the West. 
The relationship between the number of nonwhite 
decedents and percent agreement shows up clearly 
in these results. Agreement among Negroes is 
lowest in the West, where their proportion of the 
population is smallest. In contrast, agreement 
for the “other nonwhite” group is highest in the 
West, where the proportion is largest. 

In areas where there are relatively few 
persons of certain racial groups, these persons 
may be included with the predominant racial group. 
In fact, in the majority of cases where there were 
discrepancies between race as stated on the cen
sus record and as stated on the death certificate, 
the race on the death certificate was white. 
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Percent 
Percent 

Percent 
Percent 

Percent 
Percent 

Race 

Nonwhite 

agreement 
of total 

Negro


agreement 
of nonwhite 

“Other nonwhite” 

agreement
of nonwhite 

Comparison of Statements on Race 

Results of the detailed race comparisons are 
shown in table H. (Results by sex and geographic 
region are given in table 2.) The major dis
crepancies occurred for persons reported as 
white on one record andas of anonwhite race on 
the other. Only infrequently was anonwhite race 
on the census record classified as a different 
nonwhite race on the death certificate. Lack 
of correspondence inracestatements wasgreatest 
among the Indians, Filipinos, and the residual 
group “allotherr aces.” In each of these groups, 
however, agreement was higher inthe West than 
in the United States total. From this it might be 
inferred that agreement might have been higher 
if these groups were represented in each region 
to the extent that they were in the West. 

Consider the problem, forexample, of prop
erly identifying a Filipino in terms of the fact 
that of the 186 deaths of Filipinos (as stated on 
the census) in this study, 155hadresided in the 
West. The remaining 31 deaths occurred in the 
remainder of the United States, making the death 
of a Filipino in any one area an extremely un
likely event. 

Small numbers alone cannot account for the 
differences inresults obtained among the various 
racial groups. Although the number of Japanese 

Region 
United 
States North North 

east Centra 1 South West 

97.7 95.8 97.0 98.9 94.1 
9.6 4,9 5.5 21.5 5.2 

98.2 96.0 97.7 99.1 94.5 
94.8 97.0 96.5 99.0 52.2 

86.9 70.3 73.1 76.4 93.1 
5.2 3.0 3.5 1.0 47.8 

——. 

decedents in the study group was smaller thanthe 
number of Indians, percent agreement indicated 
much more correspondence in the reporting of 
Japanese than in the reporting of Indians. Prob
ably, specific explanations are needed for each 
race. 

For the American Indian there are several 
complicating factors. Those living on reservations 
(many of them in the West) would be easy to 
classify, but those who have moved to urban areas 
might be less clearly distinguished. Furthermore, 
the health and other benefits to which Indians are 
entitled might have encouraged them to report 
themselves as Indian on the census. After death, 
however, there would obviously be no such moti
vation. Still another difficulty would arise in 
assigning the appropriate category to individuals 
of mixed white, Negro, and Indian ancestry. 

The problem of identifying Filipinos was 
mentioned as resclting from the small number of 
such individuals, but it may also include the factor 
of mixed racial ancestry. 

The low agreement found in the residual cate
gory “all other races” could have several ex-
planations: the number of such individuals was 
very small; they included individuals of mixed 
racial origin; and some probably belonged to one 
of the major categories. In connection with the 
last statement, the Bureau of the Census in its 
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official publication remarked: “Respondents and 
enumerators . . . sometimes report, for the racial 
classification, such entries as ‘Puerto Rican,’ 
‘Turk,’ and ‘Germanic,’ and others, which should 
have been included within one of the Census 
Bureau’s broader categories such as ‘white,’ or 
lNeWo., ,,12 

A number of reasons make the high agree
ment among the Japanese and Chinese plausible: 
proper identification could be facilitated by the 
distinctive family names of those individuals; 
some live in fairly well-defined ethnic group 
areas of a city; and a number of these decedents 
were probably born in Japan or China which would 
be recorded on the death certificate under place 
of birth and would have been used in coding race. 

Net Difference Rates 

As seen in table H, the net difference rate for 
each specific nonwhite race except Negroes was 
negative. Thus, in varying degrees (depending on 
the racial group), the census records contained 
more statements of nonwhite than the death cer
tificates. It is possible that much of this excess 
on the census resulted from the assignment of 
white on the death certificate in cases of nonre
porting. However, it is also possible that self-
enumeration in the census yielded more reports 
of nonwhite races than may have been unrecog
nized by the funeral director. 

Whatever the reasons, the effect of these dis
crepancies on death rates by race may be pro
nounced. Observed death rates for the Indians, 
Chinese, and Filipinos were much lower than death 
rates would have been if only census information 
had been used. The net difference rate for “all 
other races” indicates that the observed mortal
ity figures are too high. When the detailed races 
were combined into three groups-white, Negro, 
and “other nonwhite” —only the “other nonwhite” 
group had a net difference rate large enough to 
suggest bias in the death rates. Observed death 
rates for the white and Negro or for the white and 
nonwhite population appear to be essentially un
biased. 

In summary, correspondence between the 
records in statements of color was very high, and 
death rates by color are probably unbiased; dis
crepancies in statements of race were slight for 
white, Negro, and Japanese decedents but great 

for Indians, Filipinos, and “all other races”; each 
nonwhite group except Negroes and “all other 
races” was understated on the death certificate 
relative to the census record, which may have 
resulted from the tendency to record decedents as 
white or “other” on the death certificate when the 
specific race was not known; and death rates for 
four of the six races tabulated understated the 
risk of dying that would have resulted if race des
ignations on the census record had been used as 
numerator and denominator of the death rate. 

Comparisons of race were also made for 
stage II data. These results are not shown because 
they were very similar to those described above. 
More agreement in race might have been expected 
among records with age agreement (stage II) than 
among records regardless of age agreement 
(stage I). This was not found, however, In fact, 
slightly less agreement was found in stage H than 
in stage I among the “other nonwhite” group. 
Editing, greater sampling error, and allocating 
for nonresponses in stage II could have contrib
uted to increasing discrepancies between census 
and death certificate statements of race. Race 
comparisons by age were available for stage II 
data, but the observed levels of correspondence 
in race did not vary by age. 

COMPARISON WITH TWO OTHER 
STUDIES 

1950 Birth Study 

Some information on race comparability be-
tween a vital record and the census record is 
available from the study “Matched Record Com
parison of Birth Certificate and Census Informa
tion, 13 which was done as part of the 1950 Birth 
Registration Test in the United States. The rele
vant data concern race of the infant as derived 
from the birth certificate and the matching infant 
card. The infant cards were filled out by enumer
ators during the 1950 census for infants born in 
the month of March of that year. 

Table J compares the percent agreement be-
tween the Birth Study and the present study for 
four race categories—white, Negro, Indian, and 
“other nonwhite.” For the total United States, 
agreement was nearly the same in both studies— 
high among white and Negro persons and low 
among Indians. Also, in both studies, agreement 
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Table J. Percent agreement on race between the vital record and matching census record

for the United States and the West Rezi.on: 1950 Birth Study and 1960 Census-Death

CertificateMatched Record Study


1950 Birth Studyl

(Infants)


Area and race

Percent


Percent white on

agreement birth


certificate


United States


White--------------------------------- 99.7 . . .

Negro--------------------------------- 98.9

Indian 67.2 3:::

Other nonwhitez 55.9 42.0


West Region


white--------------------------------- 99.6 . . . 

1960 Census-Death

CertificateMatched


Record Study


Percent
Percent white on
agreement death

certificate


99.8 .0. 

98.2

79.2 12: 
90.9 7.7


99.8 . . . 
Negro 97.3 94.5

Indian 88.6 12; 87.4 1;:: 
Other nonwhite2----------------------- 68.6 30.3 94.7 5.1 

lNati.onalVital StatisticsDivision: Matched record comparison of birth certificate

and census information:United States,1950,Vital Statistics--SpecialReports, Vole 47,

N0.A12, Public Health Service,Washington, D.C., Mar. 1962.


‘IncludesJapanese, Chinese, Filipino, and “all other races.”


among theIndianswas higherintheWest Region

thanintheentirecountry.


There were two notabledifferences
in the

resultsof thetwo studies. on-
For the “othern


group,correspondence
white’’ was much lowerin

the BirthStudy(56percent)thaninthepresent

study(91percent). agreementforIndi-
Secondly,

ansforthetotal inthepresentstudy
UnitedStates

was higherthanin the BirthStudy.IntheWest,

however,theagreementlevelswere closerbe-

tweenatudies—89percentintheBirthStudycom-

paredwith87percentinthepresentstudy.
These

twodifferences
maybe relatedtotheproc.edures

usedtodeterminerace.Theproblemofidentifying

off-reservation
Indians(morefrequentintienon

westernpartsoftheUnitedStates)
andindividuals


of “othernonwhite’’
raceshas~en mentionedin

where itwas suggested
a previoussection, that


many Indiansmightnotberecognized
assuchun

lesstheythemselvesreportedtheirrace.


Forthe19S0 BirthStudy,censusinformation

on racecame entirely
from theenumerator’sob


servationbutforthepresentstudy,largely
from

self-enumeration. raceinforma-
Inbothstudies,

tionon thevital
recordcouldhavebeenrecorded

afterquestioning family,onthebasis
thesubject’s


of observation,
or on thebasisof themedical

records of the hospital.
Anothercomplicating

factoristhattherace of theinfant
wasnotre

cordeddirectly butwas
on thebirthcertificate

‘derived
from therecordedrace of theparents.

Proceduresforcodingmixed parentageas re

por~edonthecensusrecordwere slightly
differ

entfrom thoseforcodingon thebirth
certificate.


When, forexample,therewas amixtureofNe

gro and anothernonwhiterace,thechildwaa

codedas Negro cn thebirthcertificate
butac

cordingto the race of thefatheron theinfant


then,raceinformation
card.Inbrief, on thevital

record(resulting pro-
from severalalternative

cedures)mightbeexpectedtobesomewhatcloser

to thatstatedinthe 1960census(resultingpri

marilyfrom self-enumeration)
thanto the1950

census (resulting
primarilyfrom enumerator
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Table K. Percent agreement and net difference rates for race,by sex for the United

States,1960:CPS-CensusMatched Study and Census-DeathCertificateMatched Record Study


Sex and race


Both sexes


White------------

Negro

Other nonwhite2--


Male


White------------

Negro------------

Other nonwhite2--


Female


White------------

Negro------------

Other nonwhite2--


CPS-Census Studyl


Net

Percent difference
Percent
 white on rate
agreement 
census (g:c’e;s


99.7 ... -0.2

95.8 -2.7

89.0 1::: 85.7


99.7 ... -0.2

96.1 -1.9

84.8 1::5 64.3


99.7 ... -0.2

95.6 0.9 -3.4

93.9 6.1 11005


Census-DeathCertificateMatched

Record Study


Net
Percent difference
Percent white on rate

agreement death


certificate	 (Census

as base)
T 

. . . O.O99.8 
!33.; 

� M -IN 

99.8 . . . -0.0

98.4

87.2 l::; -:::


99.8

97.9 -:::

86.1 -6.6


lU.S. Bureau of the Census: Evaluation and research program of the U.S. Censuses of

Population and Housinp.1960:accuracyof data on population characteristicsas measured

by CPS-CensusMatch, Series ER60, No. 5, Washington, U.S. Government Printing Officej

1964.


21ncludes Indian, Japanese, Chinese, Fi,li,pino,
and “all other races.”


observation) ofmixed an
forthoseindividuals

cestry,American Indianorigins,or otherin


represented
frequently racialgroups.


1960 Current Population Survey-Census 

Match Study 

Inthe1960CPS-CensusMatch Studyllcom-

parisonswere made forthreemajor racecate

gories—white,Negro,and “othern
onwhite.’’l%e

levelsof agreementwere quitesimilarbetween

theCPS-Census studyandthepresent
study—high

among whiteandNegro personsandrelativelylow


forthe“othernonwhite”category(table
K).How

ever,theagreementlevelsdidnotfullyreflect

thelargediscrepancies
betweencensusand”CPS

assignmentsto the “othernonwhite”category


which are indicated rates.
inthenet difference

Thisrateisreferredtoasthe ’’Index
ofnetshift


relative
to CPS class”intheCPS-Census study

andrepresents betweenthecensus
thedifference

andCPS assignmentsrelative
totheCPSresults.

In bothstudies,
therewere more assignmentsto

the“othern
onwhite”categoryon thecensusrec

ord thanon thematchingrecord.The excessof


onwhite” individuals,
“othern however,was much

greaterfortheCPS-Census Study(86percent)

thanforthedeathcertificate-census
comparisons

(7percent).


Censusrecordscontained number
thelargest

ofindividualsof onwhite’’races,thedeath
“othern

certificate
thenexthighestnumber,andtheCPS


the smallest.One basic difference
among the

sourceswhich might explainthisresultwasthe

degree to which self-enumeration
was used in

obtaining
raceresponse.Whileitwaswidelyused


on thecensusrecords,itwasnot-used
intheCPS

where (unlesstherewas some doubt)race was
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recorded on the basis of the interviewers’ ob
servations. It is unknown to what extent enumera
tion on the part of the family of the decedent was 
used on the death certificate, but certainly it was 
included as a possibility for eliciting information 
more so than in the CPS. 

The excess of “other nonwhite” on census 
records relative to the death certificate was dis
cussed earlier in this report, where it was sug
gested that this excess resulted from the editing 
procedures on the death certificate. The discrep
ancy between the census and the CPS cannot be 
explained in the same way, but rather seems to be 
further evidence that individuals of infrequently 
represented race groups will not be properly iden
tified in an interview unless they themselves are 
asked to report their race. 

The difference in the number of “other non-
white” individuals between records is unimpor
tant in terms of affecting the results for the total 
nonwhite group. When Negro and’ ‘other nonwhite” 
were combined, the census records showed an 
excess of 1 percent of nonwhite persons over the 
CPS and an excess of 0.1 percent of nonwhite de
cedents over the death certificate. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The correspondence in color statements be-
tween records was nearly perfect, and the dis 
crepancies that did exist would probably have little 
or no effect on the value of the death rate. There 
is some likelihood that the percent agreements 
for the white and nonwhite groups in this study are 
overstatements of the amount of agreement that 
would be obtained for all decedents if their census 
records had been found. Probably color was used 
in matching census records with death certificates 
where a similar but not identical spelling of name 
and/or street address was given. However, it is 
also possible that those records not matched 
would have had the same color statements if their 
census records had been found. 

For the detailed race comparisons, the 
amount of correspondence was considerably lower 
than the agreement in color. The greatest agree
ment was for the white “group, Negroes, and Jap
anese; the least was for the Indians, Filipinos, 
and “all other races. ” This was true both for the 
United States as a whole and for the West Region. 

Agreement was higher in the West than in the 
United States for each nonwhite race except Ne
groes, corresponding to the greater proportion of 
these individuals in the West than in the total 
United States. 

Lack of correspondence in race statements 
may be attributed to the combined effects of re
sponse variation and of coding and processing dif 
ferences. Since there is no completely objective 
criterion for assigning race to an individual, the 
most accurate designation should come from the 
individual himself or his family. Theoretically 
this was the criterion employed on the death cer
tificate and the census record, but operationally 
various difficulties lie in the way of approaching 
the ideal. There are reasons which indicate that 
the future will show improvements inconsistency 
of race statements between the records. One is 
the further and more widespread use of self-
enumeration in the 1970 census. The other relates 
to measures being taken on the death certificate. 
The National Center for Health Statistics has is-
sued manuals of instructions for completing the 
death certificate, indicating explicitly that the 
race of the deceased is to be entered as stated by 
the informant and that national origins should be 
reported for those nonwhite groups other than Ne
gro or American Indian. Furthermore, as of 1968, 
the race item on the standard death certificate will 
be “Race: White, Negro, American Indian, etc. 
(specify)” in contrast with the past when the item 
was “Race or color .“ Finally, since 1965, death 
certificates showing no response to the race item 
have been assigned to white or nonwhite on the 
basis of race as stated on the previous certificate 
processed. This procedure should more closely 
approximate reality than the past practice of as-
signing all nonresponses to the white group. 

EXPLANATORY NOTES 

Definitions 

The categories of race for which responses 
were tabulated were white, Negro, Indian, Japa
nese, Chinese, Filipino, and “all other races.” 
The table below shows the definitions of race used 
by the Bureau of the Census and the National Cen
ter for Health Statistics in 1960. 
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Def~nitionof raceaccordingto:


Category


U.S.Bureauof the Censusl NationalCenterfor HealthStatistics


W3ite	 IncludesMexicanswho are definitelynot Indianor IncludesCajun,Creole,Mexican,

of anothernonwhiterace. PuertoRican,and all otherCaucasian.


Negro	 IncludesNegroesand thoseof mixedNegroandwhite Includesmixturesof Negrowith any 
descent,includinga mixtureof AmericanIndiansad otherraceexceptHawaiianand those 
NegrounlessIndianancestrypredominates. recordedas nativeof the United 

Stateswhoseraceis givenas “mix

ture.“


Indian Includesfull-blood
AmericemIndianoramixtureof AmericanIndiansincludingAlapkaIn

whiteand Indianblood (usuallyat least1/4 In- dians.

dianblood). Most of thoseof mixedwhite.Nemo.
.-, 
and Indianancestry.


Japanese No specificinstructions. Includesthoserecordedas “yellow” 
Chinese classifiedas Chineseor Japaneseon 

the basisof nsme. When racecannot 
be determinedby nameand birthplace

is givenas Chinaor Japan,codeas

such.


Filipino No specificinstructions. No specificinstructions.


Otherraces	 IncludesHawaiians,Eskimos,Aleuts,Koreans, IncludesHawaiians,part-Hawaiians

AsianIndians,Malayans,etc. (25-percent
semple (mixtureof Hawaiianand any other

scheduleswere edited.
for obviouserrors. Com- race), Eskimos,Aleuts,and othernon

pletecountscheduleswere inspectedonlywhere white. Includesthoserecordedas


were exceededof the numberof “yellow”wherebirthplace
certaintolerances was not

raceentriesin an enumeration
“allotheri’ dis- Chinaor Japanor if “mixture”was re


trict. The 54-percentincreasein the numberof cordedand decedentwas not a native

UnitedStates of the UnitedStates.
“otherraces”for the contensinous


between1950and 1960probablyreflectschangesin

the editingand enumeration
proceduresof the cen

sus ratherthanrealchangesin the sizeof the

population.
)


Mixed Personsof mixedparentageare classifiedaccord- Firstpriorityin casesof mtrburesis 
pexentage ing to the race of the nonwhiteparent,andmix- givenIm the Hawaiianraceand second 

turesof nnnwhiteracesare classifiedaccording to the Negrorace. In caseswhere 
to the raceof the father. neitherHawaiiansnor Negroesare 

listed,mixtmresof whitewith any 
otherraceare coiedto the nonwhite 
race,andmixturesof nonwhiteraces

are classifiedas “othernonwhite.
“s


not This categorywas leftas unknownin stageI for If racewas omittedand couldnot be 
reported this study. In stageII when the personwas a determinedfram the birthplaceof the 

was to white.race	 memberof a household,tie colorof the headwas decedent,assignment

substituted
for the colorof theperson. Where

racewas not reportedfor the head,memberswere

assignedthe raceof the precedinghousehold

tabulated.


%-T. 1960,Vol.1, Characteristics
S. Bureauof the Census:U.S.Censusof Population: of the Population,


Part 1, U.S. Summary,Washington,U.S.GovernmentPrintingOffice,1964. pp. XEI-XLIII.


Codingand punchinggeographicandpersonalparticulars
%ational OfficeofVitalStatistics: forbirths

and deathsoccurringin 1960 (Stateand NOVS coding), sectionA, Part II, VitalStatisticsInstruction


Manual,PublicHealthSetice, Washington,D.C.j Jan. 1960. pp. 18-19.


%ational VitalStatisticsDivision: VitalStatisticsof the UnitedStates,1960, VolumeII, PartA,


PublicHealthService,Washington,U.S.GovernmentPrintingOffice,1963. p. 7-9.
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Definitions for the major race groups are 
similar on both records; differences are prima
rily for other races, mixed parentage, and “not 
reported” races. Briefly, the disparity between 
records was introduced through the editing proc
ess in the census for races other than the major 
groups; through the allocation procedure, which 
was proportional in the census but was entirely to 
the white race on the death certificate, for not 
reported races; and through different priorities 
for coding mixed parentage. 

Self-Enumeration on Census Records 

According to publications from the Bureau of 
the Census, self-enumeration probably did not af
fect the major race categories. Increases in the 
Negro, Chinese, and Japanese populations over the 
1950 figures were consistent with rates of natural 
increase and migration during the decade. The 
largest effect was probably on the number of 
American Indians which showed a relatively high 
rate of increase in urban areas over the 1950 fig
ures, confirming the supposition that enumerator 
observation may have failed to identify off-reser
vation Indians. It appears that self-enumeration 
had no effect on the total distribution of the pop
ulation by color since the 1960 distribution of 
white and nonwhite populations was practically 

the same as the estimates made from the 1950 
census. 

Record Losses 

The largest source of record loss was from 
matching death certificates with 100-percent 
census enumeration records (stage I). Table L 
shows the percent distribution of total, matched, 
and unmatched records by race on the death cer
tificate and the percent of each race group not 
found in the census. Although 20 percent of all 
records were not matched, as many as 43 percent 
of Filipinos were not found. Except for the Japa
nese, nonmatch rates were higher for each of the 
detailed nonwhite groups than for the white group. 
This was also true for each of the four geographic 
regions (table M), but relative differences in non-
match rates between the white group and the non-
white groups varied from region to region. For 
example, a higher proportion of white decedents 
was found in the census in the Northeast and North 
Central than in the South and West. However, the 
proportion of all nonwhite decedents found was 
approximately the same in each region which is 
mainly a reflection of the fact that nonmatch rates 
for Negroes were nearly the same in each region. 
Apparently, successful matching was not related 

Table L. Percent distribution of total, matched, and unmatched records, and percent 
unmatched, by race on the death certificate: United States, May-August 1960 

Percent 
Race Total Matched Unmatched 

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . --------

White 
Nonwhite 

Negro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
lndian -.------
Ja~~~e 

Filipino

All other races


Not valid ---.--

ma~~hed 

Percent distribution 

100.0 100.0 100. O 20.2 

89.1 90.3 84.2 19.1 
10.9 15.8 29.2 
10.3 ~:: 14.9 29.1 

0.2 0.4 38.7 
0:1 1805 

%: 0.1 ::; 31.5 
0.1 0.0 O.L 42.9 
0.1 0.1 0.1 29.3 

0.0 0.0 0.0 4.3 
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Table M. Percent of death certificates

not matched with census records,by race

on death certificateand geographic re

gion: United States,May-August 1960


Race	 North North 
east Central South West 

Percent unmatched


Total- 17.5 17.9 24.5 22.1


White------- 16.7 17.2 23.0 21.6

Nonwhite---- 30.1 26.9 29,6 29.4

Negro----- 29.9 26.4 29.5 29.9

Indian---- 132.0 45.9 38.7

Japanese-- 130.8 119.4 1;;:; 18.1

Chinese--- 43.0 139� 5 148.4 23.1 
Filipino-- 133.3 130.0 133,3 43.1 
AH other 
races---- 125.0 :52.6 154.5 27.4


Not valid--- 116.7 1- 1- 1-


lBasedon fewer than 100 death certifi

cates.


tothefrequencywithwhichracegroupswererep-

resentedinaregionsincetheWest great
,withthe

estnumber ofdecedentsineachracegroupother

thanwhiteand Negro,didnotshow consistently

lowernonmatchrates.


The secondmajorsourceofrecord
loss,after

nonmatchingand afterexcluding
recordsforde-

cedentsunder1 yearofageandforthose
over100

years,was throughnonresponsetothesex,age,

orraceitems,atotalofmorethan9,000
records.

Of these,2,242recordshad sex and age (l-99

years)reportedon boththecensusrecordandthe


butno informationdeathcertificate, on race.Al
thoughrecordswithnoresponsetotheraceitem 
constituted ofonly0.6percentofthetotalnumber

censusrecords,therewere more ofthem thanof

the combinedtotalnonwhiteraces (exceptNe

groes)tabulated.


The number of matched recordsbyraceis

shown in tableN. The 22 recordswithno race


on thedeathcertificate
information represented

impossiblecodesratherthannonresponse,
since

allnonresponseswere codedaswhite.


Table N. Number and percent distributionof matched records, by race according to the

census record and death certificate:United States,May-August 1960


Census record Death certificate


Race I I 

Numberl” d.Percent 
Percent


lstribution Numberl distribution

I I 

Total-------- 388,5311 100.00 388,5311 100.00 
I 

white-----------------------------------349,377 8;.;; 351,300 90.42 
Nonwhite ..------ 36,934 37,209 9.58 
Negro------- 34,997 
Indian 735 

9:01 
0.19 

35,270 
658 

9.08 
0.17 

Japanese 566 
Chinese 339 

0.15 
0.09 

561 
321 

0.14 
0.08 

Filipino---.---- 186 
All other races 111 

0.05 
0.03 

145 
254 

0,04 
0.07 

Not stated or not valid 2,220 0.57 22 I 0.01 

lRefers to the inflated number of records in which sex was reported and age was

reported as 1-99 years on both the census record and the death certificate.
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NATIVITY AND COUNTRY OF ORIGIN


The proportion of foreign-born persons in the 
total U.S. population has declined—from about 15 
percent in 1900 to 5 percent in 1960. On the aver-
age, they are an older population and are there-
fore at greater risk of dying than the total popu
lation. In terms of mortality, nativity could have 
a considerable impact on the total death rate if 
the foreign-born had mortality risks appreciably 
different from those of the native-born. In fact, 
death rates for the foreign-born are higher in 
general than for the native-lmrn. Nativity differ
entials in mortality may be an indirect measure 
of the relationship between mortality and environ
ment versus heredity. Studies of this relationship 
depend on the accuracy of the basic data. 

On both the death certificate and the census 
record, nativity was derived from the question on 
birthplace, All responses indicating the United 
States, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, or a 
possession of the United States are coded as 
native-born. Beyond this, there are various points 
at which census procedures differ from those used 
on the death certificate, and these are discussed 
in the explanatory notes. 

Information on nativity and country of origin 
was collected for the 25-percent sample in the 
1960 census. Results of the comparison of re
sponse between the census record and the death 
certificate are from stage II data. The study group 
refers to sampled decedents 1 year of age and over 
whose death certificates were matched with stage 
11 census records and whose ages were reported 
in the Same 10-year interval on both records. Be-
cause of the recent increase in the proportion of 
nonwhite individuals among the foreign-born (from 
2.4 percent in 1950 to 4.0 percent in 1960), nativ
ity data in this study were tabulated by race. How-
ever, country of origin was tabulated for only the 
foreign-born white decedents. 

NATIVITY RESULTS 

Percent Agreement 

The correspondence in nativity statements 
between the two records was very high—98 per-
cent agreement for both the native-born and 
foreign-born groups (table O). Almost no devia

tion from this high agreement was found by the 
various characteristics of the decedents. That is, 
nativity was reported reliably regardless of the 
individual’s sex, age, or geographic region of res
idence. Table 3 contains the basic data for these 
characteristics. The one exception to the generally 
high correspondence was the relatively low agree
ment among foreign-born Negroes (87 percent). 
Since there were only 61 such individuals, the level 
of discrepancy may reflect sampling variation. 
However, coding procedures may have contrib
uted to the disagreements. On the death certifi
cate, coding of race and nativity was interrelated. 
Where there was no nativity entry and the dece
dent was reported as Negro or “black,” the record 
was assigned to the native-born category. Where 
race was entered ambiguously as “mixture” but 
birthplace was given as United States, race was 
assigned to the Negro category. Moreover, on the 
census record, nonresponses to nativity were as
sumed to be native. In other words, the combined 
tendency to classify all Negro decedents as native, 
all native nonwhite decedents as Negro, and all 
nonresponses in the population to native may cor
respond to the typical situation but may cause dis
crepancies between the records in the atypical 
cases. 

Another characteristic that may influence 
agreement is the country ~f birth of the individual. 
For example, English-speaking immigrants might 
be considered native-born by persons reporting 
for them, or immigrants from certain countries 
might wish to disassociate themselves from their 
origins and report themselves as native-born. 
The 1.7 percent of the study group who were re-
ported as foreign-born on the census record but 
native-born on the’ death certificate were fairly 
evenly distributed among the 16 countries tabu
lated. They ranged from less than 2 percent for 
most countries to a high of 3 percent for Canada. 
Thus, regardless of country of birth, individuals 
reported as foreign-born in the census were al
most always reported as foreign-kern on the death 
certificate. 

Net Difference Rates 

The percent agreement figures cited above 
indicated high correspondence in nativity infor
mation between the two records. However, this 
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does notimplythatthedifference
of1.7percent

on deathratesbynativity
willhaveno effect sta


tus.Sincetheforeign-born
areasmallproportion

number ofdecedentsandpopulation,
ofthetotal a


1.7percentincreaseordecreaseintheir
numbers

would have a more considerable
impactthana

similarchange in thenumbers of native-born.

Some insightintothecontribution
of disparate


ofnativity ofmor
reporting totheobservedlevel

talitycan be obtainedfrom thenetdifference

rate.As mightbe expected,
thechangesindicated

in ratesforthenative-born
aresmallcompared

withthosefortheforeign-born O).For the
(table

totalstudygroup,a “corrected”
deathrateforthe


wouldbe about1.6percent
native-born higherthan

an observedrate.The “corrected”
rateforthe

foreign-born
wouldbeabout8.6percentlowerthan

theobserved.Thissame statement
isappropriate

forwhitedecedentsbutrequiresmodification
for

Negroes andothernonwhiteindividuals.
For Ne

groesthenet difference
rateswere verysmall

among natives(-0.2 butquite
percent) largeamong


(20percent). non
theforeign-born Forthe’‘other

white”group,thenetdifference a
rateindicated

5-percentincreaseinan observeddeathratefor

thenative-born
andalmost9 percentdecreasein

a ratefortheforeign-born.


Table O. Percent agreement and net differen”ce rates for nativity between the death

certificate and matching census record, by selected characters tics: United States,

May-August 1960 

Fore@n-Selected characteristicson census record Native- 1bornborn 

Percent agreement


Total--------------------------
----s-.


Sex


Male 
Female


Race 

White-----------------

“Negro ........--------

Other nonwhite


Age%


1-44 years .......-------------------

45-64 years ......----

65 years and over ................----


Region


Northeast

North Central ........----------------

South.......--------------------

West-------- ................--------


lBased on fewer than 100 census records.


2Refers to white decedents only.


98.1 98.3


98,2 98.2

97.9 98.3


98.0

99.7 1:::;

94.3 99*4


99.6 94.6

98.7 97.8

97.3 98.5


96.5 97.8

98.1 98.8

99.4 97.4

98.0 99,2


Zs_r!!E

Net differencerate


-1.6 8.6


-1.4 
-1.8 1::1 

-1.7 8.6

-0.2 119.7

-5.3 8.7


-0.3 15.4

-1.0

-2,3 u


-2.7

-1.7 lb:

-0.5

-1.8 R
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For each of the characteristics listed in table 
O, the census contained more statements of 
native-born than the death certificate. A total of 
3,554 census records had no information onnativ
ity, and persons were assumed to be native-born 
according to the census procedure. If this group 
were omitted from the comparisons, the. net dif
ference rates would have been appreciably lower. 
For example, the excess of native-born state
ments on the census compared with those on the 
death certificate would be 0.6 percent, and the 
deficit of foreign-born would be 3.4 percent as 
shown in the net difference rates below. 

Including Excluding 
nativity nativity 

not not 
veported repo~ted 

Native-born -1.6 -0.6 
Foreign-born 8.6 3.4 

Although the figures above are for the total group, 
they probably closely reflect what would have been 
found for white decedents (particularly for the 
foreign-born who are mostly white) had the not-
stated nativity been tabulated by race. 

About 20 percent of these decedents were 
reported as foreign-born on the death certificate. 
Apparently, the allocation of all nonresponses On 
the census to the native category resulted in a 
substantial understatement of the foreign-born as 
given on the death certificate. Where nativity is 
reported on Mh records, there is more consist
ency (i.e., both higher percent agreement and 
lower net difference rates) than where the nativ
ity classification is made by allocation. Census 
allocations, however, are designed to provide ac
curate data not for individual decedents but for 
groups of living persons. Since official 1960 cen
sus figures contain the allocations, an adjustment 
of a death rate to census information should prob
ably be based on net difference rates (or some 
other measure) which included the allocations. To 
compare the consistency of responses between the 
records, however, nonresponses on both records 
should be eliminated. 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN RESULTS 

Percent Agreement 

The following discussion is based on results 
for decedents classified as foreign-born on both 
records. Agreement in country of origin among 
the foreign-born white decedents was somewhat 
lower than agreement in nativity status—93 per-
cent for all countries shown in table P. However, 
the amount of correspondence varied widely 
among the countries tabulated. With few excep
tions the greatest agreement was found for coun
tries whose boundaries have been fairly stable in 
this century: Norway, Sweden, Finland, Canada, 
Italy, and Mexico (table P). Conversely, the least 
agreement was found for the Eastern European 
countries which have undergone considerable 
changes in political geography since World War I. 
The disagreements, moreover, occurred largely 
among contiguous countries. 

Of the decedents coded on the census record 
as Yugoslavian, for example, 80 percent were 
similarly reported on the death certificate, while 
14 percent were coded as Austrian and 2 percent 
as Hungarian. Yugoslavia came into existence as 
a country in1918 and was composed of areas which 
were formerly part of the Austro-Hungarian Em
pire, Serbia, and Montenegro. Since all of the de
cedents from Yugoslavia in the study were born 
before 1918, the lack of correspondence probably 
arose from differences between the records in 
handling such an area. When Austria-Hungary was 
stated as the birthplace in the census and the re
sponse to the mother tongue question was given 
as Croatian, then the country of origin was coded 
as Yugoslavia. (See explanatory notes for coding 
rules.) But when Austria-Hungary was given on 
the death certificate with no mention of Croatia, 
then the birthplace was coded as Austria. This 
kind of reasoning may account for many of the 
disparities observed, but in some cases other 
factors may be involved. Disagreement in the data 
for the United Kingdom and Ireland probably re
flects failure to distinguish Northern Ireland 
(properly the United Kingdom) from Ireland 
(Eire). Almost all of the differences involved 
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Table P. Percent agreement and net difference rates for country of origin between the

death certificateand matching census record for foreign-born”whited;cedents:United

States, May-August 1960 -


Percent Percent in next most Net

Country of origin on census record frequent category difference
agreement on death certificate rate


Total------------------------------ 92.9 . .0. 

United Kingdom 89.1 10.1 Ireland (Erie)) -9.9 
Ireland (Eixe) 97.6 1.5 United Kingdom) 18.2 
Norway 100.0 � .. 
Sweden 99.4 0.4 (Norway) 
Finland 98.1 1.3 (Sweden) -::: 
Germany 95.4 1 (Poland) 

0.7 

Austria 77.9 ;:: Czechoslovakia) 1;:: 
Poland 88.5 5.11 .(U.S.
S.R.) -3.3 

Hungary 
Yugoslavia 

82.6 1::: 
80.1 14.4 

(Austria) 
(Austria) 

-3.0 
-5.6 

Li.thuamia 93.2 4.4 (U.S.S.R.) 
U.S.S.R 86.8 4.5 (Poland) -::? 
Italy 99.6 0.4 (all other) 1.2 
Canada 99.6 0.2 (Mexi,co) 
Mexico----------------------------------- 99.6 0.4 (all other) M 
All other 92.3 2.3 (U.S.S.R.) -2.0 

Czechoslovakia 85.3 (Austria) -4.4 
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the foreign-born white decedents were 45 years 
and over), there was greater agreement in the 
South than in the Northeast for each country tab
ulated. Although age does not appear to be related 
to agreement, other demographic differences in 
the composition of these foreign groups, such as 
education among the four regions as well as the 
extent to which foreign groups are isolated in the 
region, may affect the consistency of reporting 
country of origin. 

Net Difference Rates 

Generally, the size of the net difference rates 
conformed to the level of agreement. The largest 
net difference rates were for the Eastern Euro
pean countries and the United Kingdom and Ire-
land (table P). Although large discrepancies were 
explained by uncertain political boundaries, the 
impact on the death rates by country of origin 
may be severe. 

The death rate for the United Kingdom was 
about 10 percent lower and that for Ireland was 
18 percent higher than a death rate would be using 
census designations in both numerator and denom
inator. The death rate for Austria was 13 percent 
higher and that for countries that were formerly 
a part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire were about 
5 percent lower than death rates based only on 
census information. The net difference rates for 
Poland, Hungary, and the U.S.S.R. were relatively 
small because the direction of the rates for males 
was the opposite of that for females. For the re
maining countries, the net difference rates were 
small, reflecting high percent agreement rather 
than the canceling of discrepancies between the 
records or between the results by sex. 

The data used to compute the net difference 
rates were for decedents classified as foreign-
born on both the death certificate and the census 
record. Thus, the application of these net differ
ence rates to observed death rates will correct 
discrepancies in statements on country of origin 
only. However, observed death rates may also 
contain differences in nativity reporting, i.e., 
individuals reported as native on one record and 
foreign-born on the other. The net difference rate 
for the foreign-born from all countries combined 
was 9 percent, It cannot be assumed that this fig

ure is appropriate for any specific coumry of ori
gin. Unfortunately data are not available for all 
foreign-born decedents by country of origin but 
only for those who were recorded as foreign-lmrn 
on the census records. For this reason, the net 
difference rates presented here are limited in 
usefulness. They may be considered as suggestive 
of the extent of bias in observed death rates that 
arises from discrepant information about the 
country of origin of the foreign-born. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The percent agreement in nativity statements 
was high, 98 percent for both native- and foreign-
born groups. Agreement for country of origin 
among the foreign-born was somewhat lower than 
for nativity, about 93 percent. Both these figures 
may be an overstatement of the amount of corre
spondence that actually exists between the two 
records. In the first place, the figures are based 
on matched records only. Secondly, these data 
refer only to decedents whose ages were in the 
same 10- year interval on lmth records. To the 
extent that age agreement is related to agree
ment on other variables, these results may be 
higher than would result for the total group of 
matched records. 

Agreement in nativity was high for both na
tivity groups for sex, age, geographic region, and 
race (except for foreign-born Negroes). On the 
other hand, agreement in statements on countr y of 
origin varied considerably from one country to 
another by sex and geographic region. It was gen
erally higher in the South and West than’ in the 
Northeast and North Central. While changes in 
boundaries may explain discrepancies in results 
for particular countries, such changes cannot ac
count for variation in agreement among the sub-
groups from those countries. 

For both nativity and country of origin, the 
net difference rates were quite large, indicating 
that death rates based on death certificate and 
census information may be biased. Statements of 
foreign-born on the death certificate were about 
9 percent higher than on the census record. It is 
difficult to explain the discrepancy in terms of an 
error in reporting foreign-born on the death cer
tificate. A nonresponse on the death record for 
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white decedents (98 percent of the foreign-born 
were white) was left as unknown nativity. There 
does not seem to be any motive for claiming 
foreign-born status on the death record. However, 
in the census there are two plausible explanations 
for the underreporting of foreign-born. The major 
reason is that all nonresponses in the census were 
assigned to the native category. When these allo
cations were eliminated, the understatement of 
foreign-born relative to the death certificate was 

reduced to 3 percent. Some of this 3 percent may 
represent individuals who believed that reporting 
foreign-born on the census record would be det
rimental to themselves or to the person for whom 
they were responding. 

The net difference rates for country of origin 
suggested that death rates for the United Kingdom, 
Ireland, Austria, and, to a lesser extent, the other 
countries of Eastern Europe may be seriously bi
ased. For the Eastern European countries, the 
main problem appears to be in the allocation of 
all birthplace responses on the death certificate 
of Austria-Hungary to Austria. Without either ad
ditional information as is provided by the answer 
to the question on mother tongue on the census 
record or an attempt to allocate decedents pro
portionally to each of the countries once apart of 
the Austro-Hungarian Empire, some differences 
between the two records for these countries may 
be expected. 

EXPLANATORY NOTES 

Definitions 

Both nativity and country of origin on the 
census record and the death certificate were 
derived from the response to the birthplace 
question. A response giving the United States, the 
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, or a possession of 
the United States was coded as native on the two 
records. 

On the death certificate, nonresponses to 
birthplace were left as unknown nativity and un
known country of origin except where the race 
entry indicated that the decedent was Negro, black, 
or Indian; then the birthplace was coded as native. 
When birthplace for the decedent was given as a 
foreign country, it was given the code of the coun
try that is currently recognized by the United 
States. For example, such entries as Slovenia, 

Slovakia, or Serbia were coded as Yugoslavia. 
As mentioned earlier the major problem in cod
ing country of origin came about whe~ insuffi
cient information was available as in the cases of 
Austria-Hungary and Ireland. Austria-Hungary 
was coded as Austria; Ireland, without a specifi
cation of Eire or Northern Ireland, was coded as 
Ireland (Eire). 

On the census record, nonresp~nses to birth-
place were coded as native unless other informa
tion in the record contradicted this, particularly 
a response to the question: “What language was 
spoken in his home before he came to the United 
States?” On the basis of the answer to the ques
tion on mother tongue, nonresponses to birthplace 
were assigned as foreign-born, and ambiguous 
responses were coded to a particular country. 
For example, if Austria-Hungary were given as 
birthplace and mother tongue was given as Ru
manian, country” of origin was coded as Rumania. 
In cases where there was no response to mother 
tongue but birthplace was given as Austria-
Hungary, country of origin was allocated according 
to the “distribution of nationalities of migrants 
“from the Austro-Hungarian Empire as reported ~ 
the 1920 Census report, Volume II, Popu&tion.” 
These pr~-edures and the possible improvements 
resulting from self-enumeration in the 1960 cen
sus were thought to have contributed to the better 
coverage of persons of Yugoslavian origin in 1960 
than in 1950. Also, the census form explicitly 
stated that “if born outside the United States . . . 
use international boundaries as now recognized by 
the U.S. [and] distinguish Northern Ireland from 
Ireland (Eire).” 

Nonresponse 

One of the most important causes of dis
crepancies between records on the nativity item 
appeared to result from assigning nativity as 
native-born for nonr”esponses on the census rec
ords. About 4 percent of the census records for 
decedents in this study group had unknown nativ
ity in contrast with about 0.4 percent of the death 
certificates, which were excluded from the analy
sis. Nonresponses to nativity on the census record 
were tabulated by race on the death certificate, 
but responses to nativity were analyzed by race 
on the census record. Thus, the effect of allocating 
nativity on comparability results could not be de-
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termined by race. The number of individuals for 
whom allocations were made and their nativity 
status on the death certificate is shown in table Q. 

For tabulations of country of origin, only those 
records were selected which had codes of foreign-
born white on the census record. Of these 12,480 
records, 14 did not have information on country 
of origin on the census record, and211 had native-

born reported on the death certificate. In other 
words, if an individual was coded as foreign-born 
in the census, it was extremely likely that his 
country of origin was reported. Measures of 
comparability were based on data for individuals 
reported as foreign-born on both the death cer
tificate and the census record. 

Table Q. Number of stage 11 census records, by nativity status and race on the death 
certificate: United States, May-August 1960 

1
Nativity not 

Total ascertained on 
census record 

Sex and race 

Both sexes 

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -------- . . . . . . . . -----

White -. . . . . . . ----------------

Otfier nonwhite 

Male 

Total -----.---

White 
Negro 
Other nonwhite 

Female 

Total -. -”----

White 
Negro 
Other nonwhite . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ---.-.-

Native-
born 

68,098 

61,763 
6,086 

249 

39,540 

35,972 
3, ::; 

28,558 

25,791 
2,660 

107 

Foreign- N;~&e- Fog~~n
born 

Number 

13,552 2,509 
366 

1;: 7 

==-l-==

7,945 1,;;; 

1% 4 

5,695 I 1,509 
1 

5,607 1,335 
33 171 
55 3 

I 

672 

653 
11 

8 

329 

316 
5 
8 

343 

337 
6 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION€
There are difficulties in using the results 

presented here to generalize to different popula
tions or time periods. For example, the agree
ment found for the study group may be an over-
estimate of the level of correspondence that exists 
among all death certificates and census records 
for the same persons. Some of the facts support
ing this hypothesis are in brief that: (1) a sample 
of death certificates filed within 4 months of the 
1960 census enumeration was selected; (2) anal
ysis was necessarily confined to cases where the 
census record was found, implying the existence 
of a certain amount of similarity between the rec
ords for purposes of matching; and(3) all records 
with missing information on the variable under 
consideration were eliminated from the calcula
tions. on the other hand, it is also possible that 
some of the discrepancies noted were results of 
mismatched records which would tend to over-
estimate the level of disagreement. But where the 
results of this study were compared with those of 
other matched record studies, if the figures were 
not quantitatively similar, the same general pat-
terns were observed. Parallel findings in diverse 
studies lend support to the reliability of results 
presented here. Moreover, these results can be 
used to discuss other pertinent issues from a r=l
ative standpoint. What parts of the study group 
are providing more reliable information (’‘reli
able” meaning correspondence in information be-
tween the two records) than others? Which kinds 
of information are reported more reliably than 
others? To what extent does the processing of 
information improve or distort correspondence? 

With regard to the variation in the amount of 
correspondence among the decedents, the study 
group can be divided into color, sex, and age 
groups in order to compare the levels of agree
ment in reporting age, marital status, race, and 
nativity. The largest variations were between 
color groups. For all four categories except na
tivity, there was more agreement among white 
decedents than among nonwhite. The agreement for 
the nonwhite group compared with that for the 
white was between 1 and 2 percentage points higher 
in reporting nativity, between 1 and 2 percentage 
points lower in reporting color, 7 percentage 
points lower in reporting marital status, and about 

16 to 20 percentage points lower in reporting age 
in 10-year intervals (table R). Moreover, sub
stantial differences between the color groups were 
found in the subcategories. Agreement for the non-
white was more than 10 percentage points lower 
than that for white single and divorced decedents, 

Table R. Percent agreement on four vari
ables between the death certificate and 
matching census record, by color and 
sex: United States, May-August 1960 

Variable 

Nativityl 

Total 

Native -born 
Fore@-born 

Color2 

Total 

Marital s tatus2 

Total 

Single
Married 
Widowed ----------
Divorced 

Age~ 

Total 

1-4 years 
5-14 years
15-24 years
25-34 years 
35-44 years 
45-54 years 
55-64 years
65-74 years 
75-84 years 
85-99 years 

lStage II data. 

2Stage I data. 

1 a , 

Percent agreement 

98.1 97.9 99.3 99.4 _ _ 

98.2 97.7 99.4 ;;.; 
98.2 98.4 96.5 . 

99.8 99.8 197.9 97.6 _ 

94.8 94.7 87.2 88.4 

88.7 92.1 76.4 71.6 
97.3 94.8 92.3 89.8 
;3.; ;:.: 82.3 91.8 

. . 54.6 54.3 

93.0 90.5 77.1 71.6 

96.5 97.2 94.5 96.3 
95.7 94.6 92.8 93.1 
95.3 93.6 89.7 88.7 
;:.; 90.5 83.5 84,3 

90.6 81.3 81.0 
93:4 91.5 83.7 81.7 
93.5 89.9 81.2 75.2 
92.8 87.7 74.8 65.0 
93.0 91.5 64.1 58.7 
92.7 92.7 61.0 60.7 
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and more than 25 percentage points lower for the 
10-year age groups 75 years and over. On the 
other hand, agreement in information between 
color groups was no more than 5 percentage points 
apart for both native- and foreign-born, for the 
married, for the white and nonwhite, and for the 
age groups 1-4 and 5-14 years. 

In these subcategories where there was es
sentially no difference between color groups, 
agreement was very high in an absolute sense 
(about 95 percent or higher). Where agreement 
was relatively low (less than 95 percent), how-
ever, the difference betWeen color groups was 
greater. In other words, two patterns were ob
served: (1) some variables were reported with 
greater consistency than others, regardless of 
the individual’s color; and (2) variables with un
reliable information for white decedents had more 
unreliable information for the nonwhite. 

Clear differences were not observed between 
the sexes for nativity, color, and all marital 
groups combined. By age, agreement was higher 
for both white and nonwhite males aged 35-84 
years. The only other noticeable and consistent 
finding was the higher agreement for both color 
groups among widowed females. ~ld married 
males. For most of the categories and subcate
gories, moreover, the difference between the 
sexes was less than 5 percentage points, 

The differences between younger and older 
decedents in the reliability of information were 
very slight for each of the four major categories 
(table S). There were several subcategories, how-
ever, in which the reliability of information showed 
some relationship to age, Since the vast majority 
of decedents were older, the results for the 
younger group are obscured by their small num
bers. Thus, rates for Chinese, Filipinos, and “all 
other races” under age 45 cannot be evaluated. 
The negligible overall difference between younger 
and older ages by marital status is accounted for 
by the differing patterns of higher agreement for 
the single and divorced in the younger group as 
opposed to the higher agreement for the married 
and widowed in the older group. For nativity, 98 
percent of the younger decedents were native-
born; therefore, the lack of agreement in foreign-
born statements for younger decedents had no 
effect on the total. Finally, no difference was noted 
by age among white decedents, but considerably 

Table S. Percent agreement on four vari
ables between the death certificate and 
matching census record, by younger and 
older ages: United States, May-August 
1960 

Variable 

Nativityl 

Total 

Native- born-
Foreign-born 

Racel 

Total 

White 
Negro 
Indian---------”----
Japanese
Chines e ------------
Filipino 
All other races 

Marital status2 

Total 

Single 
Married 
Widowed ------------
Divorced 

Age2 

Total 

lStage II data. 

II I 

Total 1-44 45+ 
years years 

Percent agreement 

98.1 99.5 98.0 

98.1 99.6 97.9 
98.3 93.7 98.3 

99.6 99.4 99.7 

99.8 99.7 99.8 
98.5 
75.2 3;;:; 3;;:; 

100.0 3100.0 100.0 
380.7 366.7 383.3 
357.6 333.3 363.0 
379.6 392.3 375.6 

94.1 93.8 94.1 

88.7 93.3 87.5 
96.1 95.6 96.1 
94.4 73.3 94.5 
70.5 77.3 69.5 

90.3 91.3 90.2 

2Staze I data. Marital status refers 
to ages-15-99 years. 

3Based on freer than 100 census records. 

less age agreement was found among older non-
white individuals than among the younger. 

As indicated above, correspondence washigh 
for certain kinds of information regardless of the 
age, sex, or color of the decedent. The highest 
levels were found for those variables which were 
tabulated as adichotomy, specifically, nativity and 
color. The level ofagreementwas lower formari
tal status (four subcategories) andstill lower for 
age (10 subcategories). Thispattern of decreasing 
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correspondence with increasing number of alter-
native subcategories refers only to the level of 
agreement for the entire category and not to the 
agreement for the subcategory. For each sex-
color group, for example, agreement in informa
tion for the divorced was lower than that for” any 
10-year age group. Similarly, ages under 25 were 
more reliably reported than the subcategory 
single. Thus, other factors in addition to the num
ber of tabulated subcategories contribute to the 
result of some kinds of information being more 
reliably reported than others. Apparently the 
items reported with the greatest reliability were 
those which either were dichotomous (i.e., color 
and nativity) or implied a family situation (i.e., 
married and ages of young children and teen
agers). 

‘l%ere was some relationship observed be-
tween the level of correspondence for an item and 
the frequency of its occurrence. Usually agree
ment was lower in groups with small numbers of 
persons. This was not true for age, however, 
which had the opposite pattern (high agreement 
among younger ages which were infrequent rel
ative to all deaths), probably because it is easier 
to discern younger ages accurately. It was true, 
however, for each subcategory of marital status, 
for some subcategories of race, and for the native-
and foreign-born among nonwhite decedents. One 
reason why frequency may affect agreement is 
that an answer may be assumed by the collecting 
agent. The interviewer may record an expected 
response based on what is usual. “Married,” for 
example, may be recorded for individuals since 
it is the usual marital condition, or “native” may 
be recorded for nonwhite individuals who are usu
ally American Negro. Another ~ssible reason is 
that the question may be perceived as threatening. 
If the subject belongs to “aminority group, he or 
whoever is reporting for him may feel a stigma 
attached to the appropriate response and may give 
an answer which he feels is more socially accept-
able. For example, divorced persons (or their 
relatives) may prefer to consider themselves as 
widowed or married. Still another reason for less 
agreement in the infrequent subcategories maybe 
that information for a number of people is unknown 
and reported at random. A constant number of er
rors of this namre would affect only a small pro-

portion of a freq~nt subcategory but a large pro-
portion of an infrequent one. 

Finally, some overall comments should be 
made on the effect of allocating procedures on the 
comparability y of information. Nonresponses on 
the death certificate were usually unedited except 
for the color item, where a nonresponse was 
coded “white.” Most of the nonrespmses on the 
census record were allocated. These allocations 
were tabulated by responses on the death certifi
cate for this study, which permitted examination 
of the effect of such procedures. In general, the 
proportion of nonresponse to the total was too 
small to make an appreciable difference on total 
results, although subgroups of the total were 
affected. 

The three variables for which some informa
tion is available on allocations represent three 
ways in which nonresponse was edited in the cen
sus. For nativity, unless the mother tongue was 
given, all nonresponses were coded as native-
born. The effect was to overstate the native-born 
by a small amount and to understate the foreign-
born by a large amount relative to the numbers on 
the death certificate. For nonresponse to race, the 
race of a relative in the household was automati
cally substituted. It is not possible to estimate the 
effect of this procedure since results were con-
founded by the allocation of all nonresponses to 
the race item on the death certificate to the white 
category. However, stage I results with no census 
allocations were compared with stage II results 
withcensus allocations (both containing death cer
tificate allocations). l%ese comparisons showed 
that the effect of the substitution was nonexistent 
for white and Negro decedents but was slight for 
the “other nonwhite” group, with a decrease in 
agreement and an increase in the net difference 
rates. Allocating race tended to overstate the 
number of census records for the “other non-
white” group relative to the death certificate, 
which may in fact be a closer approximation to 
reality since the allocations to white for nonre
sponse on the death certificate may understate 
the number of “other nonwhite” decedents. 

The editing of nonresponses to age in the 
census was more complicated, involving what is 
called the “hot deck” procedure. A nonresponse 
was assigned the age of the last individual counted 
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in a particular demographic group (identified by 
his color, sex, and relationship to the head of the 
household). Despite the complexity of the proce
dure and despite the fact that the resulting age 
distribution of the total closely resembled the 
age distribution of the population reporting age, 
only 20 percent of the allocations agreed with the 
10-year age group reported on the death certifi
cate. However, it cannot be concluded that the al
location procedure for decedents alive at the time 
of the census is inadequate compared with its 
apparent adequacy for the total population. Pri
marily the allocation is supposed to be satisfac
tory on an average basis, and the 20-percent 
agreement refers to what occurred on an individ
ual basis. In other words a person who is 25 years 
old may be allocated to age 45, and a person who 
is 45 may be allocated to age 25. The two errors 
in this case would be cancelled and the expected 
number in an age group would be unbiased. Sec
ondly, those persons for whom age was not re-
ported in the census may be more likely to have 
an unreliable age reported for them on the death 
certificate. A disagreement between a response 
on one record and an allocation on the other does 
not necessarily indicate that the allocation is 
incorrect. 

Aside from methodological and evaluative 
interest, a crucial issue is not whether the rec
ords correspond but how significant the differ
ences are in terms of challenging the usefulness 
of death rates. Ideally, a death rate must meet 
at least three criteria: (1) the deaths and the pop
ulation at risk of death must be completely enu
merated, (2) the information provided on the rec
ords must be valid, and (3) the numerator must 
be completely represented in the denominator. 
The first criterion has been and will probably 
continue to be the subject of many studies, almost 
all of which are concerned with the coverage of 
the population. Very little is known about the va
lidity of the data, and the present study cannot be 
used to evaluate validity. When results of the 
present study are used to suggest inaccuracies in 
the death rate, they relate only to the third cri
terion. Percent agreement is an estimate of the 
extent to which the numerator agrees with the de-
nominator. The net difference rates estimate the 
amount of change in the death rates needed to elim
inate errors arising from discrepant informa

tion between the records. Completeness of cover-
age of the population and death registration could 
affect the size and direction of the changes indi
cated. 

For most of the characteristics studied here, 
the net difference rates were not large enough to 
effect substantial changes in the death rates. Fol
lowing the pattern for percent agreement, small 
changes were indicated for the native-born, the 
white, the nonwhite, the single, the married, and 
the widowed of all ages. Net difference rates for 
the foreign-born, the divorced, some specific 
nonwhite race groups, the widowed of young ages, 
and the older age groups among the nonwhite were 
quite large. In some of these cases a corrected 
death rate would change the relative mortality 
positions. This possibility has been discussed in 
some detail. Death rates for the nonwhite group 
were always higher than those for the white up to 
age 75 when they were lower. When the net differ
ence rates were applied, the corrected death rates 
for the older nonwhite group were almost as high 
as those for the white. The impression given by 
the results of the nativity comparisons is that a 
corrected death rate might reduce the level of 
mortality of the foreign-born to, if not below, that 
of the native-born. 

The object of this discussion has been to point 
out that the comparison of statements can be and 
has been used to derive death rates which elimi
nate one source of error—the discrepancies in 
information between the numerator and denomina
tor. Death rates have been calculated correcting 
for discrepancies in age, in marital status, in 
race, in nativity, and in country of origin and are 
published in separate reports (see references 1,5, 
and 6). 

Beyond this point further research is re
quired in order to provide death rates which meet 
the three criteria of accuracy described above. 
Regarding the last two criteria, some effort is 
needed to determine which, if either, of the rec
ords contains the more nearly correct informa
tion. Such an endeavor might include precensus 
and postcensus interviews and a matching with 
three or more independent records. It would be 
futile to eliminate bias in the death rates by using 
only census information if it were known that data 
on the death certificate were more accurate or 
that both records were in error. 
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Table 1. Cross classi Lcation of marital status as stated on the death certificate and on the matching 100-percent census enumer

ation record (stage ) for the total study group, Sroup with equal ages, and group with unequal ages, by color, sex, and age:

United States, lfay-)nmt 1960


Marital status on death certificate Marital status on death certificate 
Color, sex, asel, (equal ages2) (unequalages) 
and marital status .— 

Notm census record rOtal’ Single krried fidowed )ivorced 
tatedz ‘Otall Single Iidowed livorced Not 

statedz 

White male 

M-99 years---- L79,961— 18.147 .23>11s 32,633 6,063— S86 ,3,481 1,744 7,S86 ~ 619 152 _ 

Single 1S,827 =9 532 801 605 338 1,733 Q5J 123 170 8S 69 

Married 124,379 426 =5 1,941 657 222 S,191 190 =3 331 S7 47 

Widowed 31,704 5s4 896 ZEJ3SJ S73 198 3,054 159 153 ~ 107 21 

Divorced 5,051 248 335 540 ~ 93 503 43 27 96 337 12 

Not stated3---------- 906 1s4 377 248 62 35 129 33 52 35 ‘6 3 

15-24 years---- 3,2S2 2,780 468 L 30 19 161 69 73 9 10 

Single 2,793 2,746 3s 1 s 16 93 g 19 7 2 

Married-------------- 461 25 & 2 6 3 59 4 ~ 1 1 

Widowed-------------- 4 3 . 1 3 1 & 1 -
Divorced 24 6 2 1 ~ 6 ~ . 
Not stated3---------- 20 19 1 2 1 1 - -

25-34 years---- 3,361 845 ~ 22 147 11 329 17s 27 32 3 

Single S69 ~ 22 3 27 5 100 14 6 7.2 2 

Married-------------- 2,360 17 ‘QoQ 13 25 4 198 160 11 7 1 

Widowed-------------- 12 7. 5 > 1 9 7 ~ 1 

Divorced 120 10 15 1 ~ 1 22 4 3 3 &? -

Not stated3---------- 10 2 7 1 1 1 -

35-44 years---- 7,966 1,025 6,419 91 431 29 768 480 S2 55 8 

Single 1,057 $VJ 38 3 42 9 145 10 24 7 2 

Married-------------- 6,469 2s %7 26 78 17 551 44 465 30 12 3 

Widowed-------------- 83 5 11 ~ 8 1 19 1 —1 ~ 2 1 

Divorced 357 18 33 3 303 2 53 2 4 13 ~ 2 

Not stated3---------- 23 5 15 —3 2 2 -

45-54 years 19,797 1,839 MJ46J 449 1,044 so Q& 205 905 154 95 24


Single 1,881 &Li17J 62 26 106 26 175 135 11 11 18 11


Married-------------- 16,575 74 l&29J so 126 26 1,006 % ~ 66 13 9


Widowed 433 23 32 31s 60 6 93 16 5 g 7


Divorced 90s 55 76 Y5 752 20 85 12 4 12 ~ 4


Not stated3---------- S2 20 41 4 Y 2 20 4 9 3 4


55-64 years 35,399 ~ 2S>594 2,107 1 662 172 2,458 366 1,574 387 131 23
-

Single 3,159 2,792 10s 91 168 55 360 296 16 27 21 11


Married-------------- 28,794 92 _ 224 193 66 1,637 % QzJ 66 13 5


Widowed-------------- 2,050 S5 108 ~ 155 17 347 29 27 276 15


Divorced 1,396 67 93 90 lJKJ 26 114 7 7 -G g 5


Not stated3---------- 136 19 70 1s 21 s 25 7 8 s 2


65-74 years---- 52,306 ~ 38,7S5 7,6S1 - 1 63S 282 G 424 2,465 1,010 152 39 

Single 4,350 3J36J 144 201 144 122 428 333 41 36 18 18 

Married-------------- 39,14s 113 38,302 549 184 70 2,512 z Q&! 87 17 8 

Widowed-------------- 7,445 166 243 ~ 283 58 976 54 3s 858 26 11 

Divorced 1,363 62 96 178 1,027 24 135 13 2 -z ~ 1 

Not stated3---------- 244 44 108 66 18 s 30 14 12 1 2 1 

75-S4 years---- 42,962 3,358 24,730 13,934 940 252 3,216 333 1,704 .—1,060 119 34 : 

Single 3,596 3J17J 100 325 95 95 311 —261 9 32 9 19 

Married-------------- 25,096 41 24,259 751 45 31 1,712 20 ~ 41 18 6 

Widowed-------------- 13,553 211 351 12,691 300 101 1,11s 47 55 971 45 9

-
Divorced-------Y 717 30 20 167 500 15 75 5 7 3 &7
—


Not stated3---------- 255 50 100 95 10 29 7 11 11 

85-99 years---- 14,888 ~ 5,310 8,345 171 41 IJ3J 104 507 503 25 21 

Sin@e 1,122 ~ 20 151 15 10 121 ~ 3 27 1 6 

Married-:------------ 5,476 36 5,144 296 5 516 2 479 29 6 15 

Widowed-------------- 8,124 90 146 Q3zJ 65 15 489 12 % 442 10 

Divorced 166 75 ~ 5 13 7 ~

-
Not stated3---------- 136 25 35 65 5 6 20 10 10


See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1. Crass classificationof marital status as stated on the death certificate and on the matching 100-percent census enumer

ation record (stage I) for the total study group, group with equal ages, and group with unequal ages, by color, sex, and age:

United States, May-AuSust 1960-Con.


Marital status or death certificate Marital status on death certificate 
Color, sex, agel, (equa agess) (unequalages) 
and marital status 
on census record rotall Single Married Widowed Divorced Not 

statedg 
:otal Single Married Widowed Divorced Not 

:tateds 

White female 

15-99 years---- 131,882 12,447 50,999 65,324 3,112 372 .3,882 1,612 4,312 7,601 357 84


Single L2,689 11,792 169 626 102 55 1,638 ~ 46 180 13 14 

Married 52,279 144 ~ 2,067 252 119 4,517 69 ~ 362 31 21 

Widowed 64,022 409 862 ~ 848 172 7,429 133 184 =7 155 42 
Di.vOrced 2,892 102 152 728 1,910 22 29S 11 27 102 158 6 

15-24 yeara---- 1,304 869 407 12 16 3 S7 31 39 15 1 

Sin@e 871 858 12 1 3 40 ~ 2 8 

Married.............. 412 —7 391 9 5 43 1 ~ 5 1 1 

Widowed 7 2 7 ~ 3 1 ~ 

Divorced 14 2 2 ~ 1 

Not 8tated3 7 5 2 2 

25-34 years 1,921 286 1,511 21 103 6 201 38 1 

Single 2S5 ~ 5 - 4 2 43 g 

Married 1,517 6 MO 6 15 3 125 3 

Widowed 20 1 4 ~ 2 1 15 1 

Divorced 99 3 12 2 y 18 

Not stated3---------- 8 2 4 1 1 

35-44 years---- 5,045 470 4>109 lS6 280 10 520 62 322 107 29 & 

Single 469 g 16 13 1 74 .5Q 6 17 1 

Married 4,145 17 Q6J 28 39 7 343 7 ~ 21 4 3 

Not statedq 855 123 211 503 14 4 167 37 IT98 :

2 

128


Widowed 178 2 19 * 9 1 63 2 3 ~ 3 1 

Divorced 253 11 13 10 ~ 1 40 3 2 14 21 

Not stated3---------- 20 3 14 2 1 - 4 1 2 1 

45-54 years 10,171 866 7)837 973 495 34 918 140 521 199 58 16 

Single 861 815 20 9 17 4 142 118 t 7 16 1 1 

Married 7,90s z ~6 89 50 17 565 i3 8 

Widowed 946 12 41 &3 50 7 157 6 1 

Divorced 456 16 30 32 ~ 6 54 3 5 

Not atated$---------- 44 5 35 2 2 15 7 1 

55-64 years---- 18,333 1,476 11,807 4,354 696 43 2,072 218 923 841 90 4 

Single 1,521 ~ 34 56 26 7 262 198 12 I 46 I 6 3 

Married 12,002 30 ~ 269 58 17 945 -7 ~ 47 3 

Widowed 4,148 19 90 Z&2J 114 14 804 “8 20 729 47 1 

Divorced 662 22 38 104 &s 4 61 5 3 79 ~ 

Not stated3---------- 85 8 52 20 4 1 9 6 2 1 

65-74 years 33,776 2,583 15,235 15,101 857 84 4,721 562 1,418 2,664 77 34 

Single 2,645 ZJ&7 52 140 26 8 517 -8 9 39 1 

Married-------------- 15,601 26 L&3!3J 629 55 44 1,477 28 @ 111 3 6 

Widowed 14,818 102 26o ~ 308 24 2,653 66 64 =7 46 27 

Divorced 712 2s 32 184 468 6 74 10 37 ~7 1 

Not stated3---------- 169 20 54 87 : 2 40 - 13 27 

75-84 yearn 40,420 ~ 8,868 27,253 510 92 3,730 390 7s4 2,509 47 10 

-Single 3,s34 ~ 25 225 10 10 394 344 7 41 2 5 

Married-------------- 9,204 20 =7 677 20 21 821 7 ~ 100 6 1 

Widowed 26,826 185 336 ‘2Q&5 270 55 2,486 39 67 -o 20 4 

l)~vorced 556 10 20 316 210 5 29 2 8 Q
—

NOC stateda 302 50 30 221 1 67 14 2 49 2


85-99 years---- 20,912 2,108 1,225 17,424 155 100 1,633 171 189 1,237 36 14 

Single 2,203 =7 5 196 5 20 166 156 1 9 5 

Harried 1,490 15 1,105 360 10 10 198 7 2 

Widowed 17,079 86 110 ~ 95 70 1,248 12 7 

Divorced 140 10 5 80 g 21 

Not stated3---------- 220 30 20 170 30 15 

Sea footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1. Cross classificationof marital status as stated on the death certificate and on the matching 100-percent census enumer

ation record (stage I) for the total study group, group with equal ages, and group with unequal ages, by CO1OE, sex, and age:

United States, May-August 1960—Con.


Marital status cm death certificate .Maritalstatus cm death certificate 
Color, sex, agel, (equal agesz) (unequalages) 

— _
and marital status

Not Noton census record 

rOtd Single .larried Jidowed ivcmced tated~ ‘Otal Single $!arried Jidowed livorced 
stated” 

Nonwhite male


15-99 years---- 14,277 1,835 9,236— 2,607— — 599 236 4.447 407 2,684 1,197 159 _ _ 

Single 1,866 ~ 174 147 62 66 416 261 45 79 31 2!4 

Married-------------- 9,425 197 Q6Q 307 153 94 2,780 G ~ 164 38 40 
Widowed-------------- 2,488 109 222 QbJ 94 48 1,137 53 116 922 46 20 
Divorced 498 46 72 90 290 18 114 13 25 Y g 3 

Not stated3 118 22 49 24 T lC 42 7 15 17 2 1 

15-24 years---- 580 486 90 1 3 6 63 27 30 5 1 2 

Single 485 @ 9 1 4 42 ~ 14 2 1 -

Married-------------- 91 10 J3Q 1 1 20 2 ~ 2 2 

Widowed 1 1 4 1 & -

Divorced 3 1 —2 J 
Not stated3---------- 5 4 1 4 1 3 

25-34 years 693 228 437 3 25 8 137 32 88 12 5 2 

Single 221 195 17 2 7 5 25 ~ 1 3 2 2 

Married-------------- 453 % X7 1 8 3 104 12 g 6 2 

Widowed-------------- 4 2 - 2 5 1 1 ~ -

Divorced 15 4 3 Q 3 2 ~ 

Not stated3---------- 7 5 1 1 1 1 

35-44 years---- 1,262 217 923 42 80 25 292 63 191 27 11 7 

Single 216 172 29 7 8 6 56 jj 6 4 1 3 

Married-------------- 954 x -S7J 14 33 16 211 15 .HJ7 10 6 2 

Widowed 34 5 8 ~ 3 1 17 2 3 Q 1 1 

Divorced 58 7 12 3 ~ 1 8 1 2 2 ~ 1 

Nat stated:’ 8 2 3 2 1 

45-54 years 2,292 228 1,751 157 156 34 440 67 285 59 29 16 

Single 221 Q 34 14 14 7 60 ~ 11 6 11 5 

Married-------------- 1,805 42 @ 49 44 16 310 26 259 22 5 10 

Widowed 125 13 24 El 7 3 44 6 —7 ~8 3 1 

Divorced 141 14 23 13 ~ 7 26 5 8 3 g 

Not stated3---------- 17 3 9 1 3 1 5 3 2 

55-64 years 3,176 279 2,292 447 158 70 733 73 497 131 32 20 

Single 289 190 39 40 20 25 75 Lo 5 15 5 6 

Married-------------- 2,333 x Q8J 65 35 27 512 13 466 25 8 10 

Widowed 409 27 53 307 22 9 122 10 x Q 8 3 

Divorced 145 14 15 x ~ 5 24 4 9 Q 
Nc,t~tated3---------- 33 6 17 2 4 4 8 2 3 1 1 

65-74 years---- 3,598 258 2,422 782 136 57 1>213 68 762 336 47 24 

Single 262 187 33 32 10 11 79 q 5 21 7 6 

Married-------------- 2,441 Y 2J0J 93 20 20 790 8 721 51 10 10 

Widowed-------------- 797 39 73 639 46 20 313 10 7 258 16 6 

Divorced 98 5 15 YE Lo 4 31 4 7 7 ~ 2 
Not ~tated:{---------. 25 1 7 12 3 2 9 2 3 3 1 

75-84 years 1,968 98 1,065 775 30 32 lJ+ 69 644 388 22 13 

Single 120 ~ 12 34 2 8 66 g 2 21 4 1 
Married 1,093 10 Q0J3 68 9 10 642 6 598 34 4 5 

Widowed-------------- 723 15 44 656 8 12 399 21 72 326 10 7 

Divorced 32 1 3 T 11 1 16 3 2 7 ~ . 

Not stated:{---------- 19 11 6 Y 1 9 1 2 6 

85-99 years---- 708 41 256 400 11 4 446 8 187 239 12 & 

Single 52 ~ 1 18 13 > 1 7 . 1 

Married-------------- 255 Q5 16 4 1 191 174 14 3 1—

Widowed 395 8 19 ~ 6 3 236 3 12 %3 8 2


Divorced 6 1 4 1 6 5 ~


Not stated3---------- 4 1 1 2 6 1 5


See footnotes at end of table.
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Tahlc,1. Cross classificationof marital status as stated on the death certificate and on the matching 100-percent census enumer

ation record (stage I) for the total study group, group with equal ages, and group with unequal ages, by color, sex, and age:

united States, May-August 1960—Con.


Marital status or death certificate Narital status on death certificate 
Color, sex, agel, (equa ages2) (unequalages) 
and marital status ! t I 
on census record 

rotall Single Iarried iidowed Divorced 
Not 

stated~ Cotal Divorced Not 
stated2 

Nunwhitc female


15-99 years---- 11,154 798 4,970 4,962 424 113 4,648 256 1,535 2,743 114 60
— _


Singlu 846 643 54 129 20 13 269 —155 25 81 8 9


Widawud-------------- 2 1 1 3 ~


Marriud 5,133 -G * 299 96 40 1,601 28 _1,377 176 20 18 

Wl,dowed 4,824 77 203 * 109 53 2,680 68 121 NO 41 28 
Divm?ccd 351 9 44 99 ~ 4 9s -+ 5 12 36 g 4 

Nnt statcd:l 114 11 42 51 7 3 52 2 19 29 1 1 

15-24 years---- 294 193 90 5 6 2 37 16 14 5 2 1 

single 193 184 6 3 1 19 & 3 2 

Married-------------- 95 7 JQ 4 1 1 14 2 g 1 1 

Diwarcud 4 2 & 1 t---k
~ 

Nat stated:] 2 1 1 -1 -1 -
25-34 years 576 87 433 30 26 7 105 9


Singlu 78 Lo 5 1 2 1 25 2


Marrfmd 447 13 413 12 9 5 65 2


Widuwcd-------------- 27 5 g 1 6


Divorced 24 4 5 1 14 1 9 g
—


35-44 ycars---- 1,206 

Singk 104 

105 

~ 

884 

13 

127 

12 

90 10 

3 

280 

30 4-4-= 13 

1 

5 

1 

Married-------------- 920 23 837 32 28 4 186 6 163 12 5 1 

Widawcd 115 6 23 ~7 9 3 50 4 7 g 2 

Divc)rccd 67 11 6 ~ 14 1 3 5 > 2 

Nat sta.tcd:{---------- 10 2 7 1 5 2 2 1 

Not statcd3---------- 2 2 4 1


45-S4 years---- 1,780 120 1,171 369 120 17 401 18 5 

Single 131 g 18 17 4 - 40 +----++ 1 1 

Married 1,201 12 ~ 60 29 14 223 3 190 25 5 2 

Widowed 359 15 40 276 28 2 126 3 < ~ 6 1 

Divarced 89 1 13 16 ~ 12 1 1 4 & I 

Not stated:l 16 1 7 3 4 1 

55-64 years 2,258 91 1,174 897 96 24 743 45 346 326 26 11 

Single 103 ~ 8 22 5 4 38 24 6 5 3 2 

Married-------------- 1,208 8 1,102 78 20 11 358 T 313 37 3 7 

Widowed 870 14 56 768 32 ‘s 326 16 T 278 7 2 

DLvnrced 77 1 8 E 39 1 21 2 =5 ~ 

Not ~tatedfl 23 2 13 6 —2 7 - 2 5 

65-74 years---- 2,600 103 881 1,552 64 23 1,403 55 456 860 32 1s 

Single 122 ~ 3 42 2 56 29 4 22 1 2 

Married-------------- 905 4 & 62 7 5 481 3 413 62 3 3 

Widowed 1,511 23 42 lJl$J 27 17 836 22 x 761 17 12 

Divorced 62 1 4 29 28 1 30 1 3 Y? J_l 1 

Nat stated;l 26 1 7 17 1 15 1 s 6 

75-84 years---- 1,646 73. 287 1,267 21 24 Q7J 45 227 S87 12 17 

Single 80 &7 1 21 1 3 43 ~ 1 19 3 

Married-------------- 302 * 37 2 227 7 196 23 1 4 

Widciwed 1,245 12 22 MO 11 18 890 15 ~8 840 7 10 

Divarced 19 2 1 9 ~ 1 11 2 7 ~ 

Nat ~tat.#---------- 23 4 17 2 14 1 1 12 

85-99 years 794 28 50 715 1 6 508 17 46 443 2 3 

Single 35 ~ 14 1 18 ~ 1 8 

Married 55 1 g 14 47 35 12 

Widowed 695 6 10 ~ 1 5 443 8 G —423 2 3 

Dlvurced 9 9 -1 -1 - : 

Nut stated:’ 12 2 3 7 7 3 4 

‘Excludesrecords with marital status not stated. 

‘Includes only those decedents with age reported in the same 10-year interval on the death certificate and matching census record. 

‘{Includes a small number of records with punching errors (invalid codes) om marital status. 
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Table 2. Cross classification of race as stated on the death certificate and on the matching 100-percent census

enumeration record (stage I), by geographic region and sex: United States, May-August 1960


Geographic region, sex, and race on

census record


NORTHFAST


Male


Total


White


Negro


Indian--------------------------------


Japanese


Chinese


Filipino


All other races


Race not stated or not valid----------


Female


Total


Nhite


Negro


Indian--------------------------------


Japanese


Chinese


Filipino


All oth’erraces


Race not stated or not valid


NORTH CENTRAL


Male


Total


bite


Negro


Indian--------------------------------


Japanese


Chinese


Filipino


All other races


Race not stated or not valid


Famale


Total


Nhite


Negro


Indian


Japanese


Chinese


Filipino


All other races


Race not stated or not valid


Race on death certificate


Race 

All not 

rotal White Negro :ndian Japanest Chinese Filipino )the] mlid 

race:


61,320 58,333 2,869 23 t 66 4 3 _ _ 

58,361 58,214 139 3 3 1 1 2 
2,826 93 ~ 3 9 1 

29 9 3 17 -

—


6 6


74 5 ~ 6


15 9 1 - 3 2


9 3 5 J


273 255 17 1


50,280
-

47,754 
— 

2,498 11 2 
— 

8 
— 7 2 _ 

i7,i’55 47,643 109 3 2 

2,493 103 2Jt?J 1 6 

16 5 4 7 -

2 2 

10 1 - ~ 1 

3 2 1 - J 
1 1 - -—


249 233 16 -


57,301 63,780 3,392 75 25 18 7 4 7 
— — — . _ 

53,799 63,684 105 7 1 1 1 6 

3,358 73 3,282 2 1 1 

88 18 3 H 1 .


26 1 24 1 .

—


19 1 ~7 1 -


7 2 5


4 1 2 i 

—


410 382 27 - . 1 . 
— 

51,027
-

48,018 2,954 46 
— 

2 2 
— . 5 

_ 
2 

i7,987 47,920 62 4 . 1 2 

2,957 69 2,888 . 

70 21 4 42 - 3—

2 2


8 5 2 1


1 1


2 2
 —


264 250 14 . Q 

40 
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Table 2. Cross classification of race as stated on the death certificate and on the matching 100-percent census

enumeration record (stage I), by geographic region and sex: United States, May-August 1960-Con.


Race on death certificate


HateGeographic region, sex, and race on

not
census record All
 valid
Total White Negro Indian Japanese :hinese Filipino othex


races


SOOTH


Male


Total --.---- 60,141 48,087 11,928 105 4 13 1 3 3 -

White 48,137 47,97? 149 11 1 1 3 
Negro---------.........-------------- 11,861 87 11,773 1

Indian------------------------------- 115 1: 4	 93
—

Japanese 5 I	 4
—

Chinese------------------------------ 16 2 1	 13
—

Filipino 4 2 2
— 
All other races 3 2 1
 =


Race not stated or not valid--------- 338 28C 58


Female


Total 43,030 32,942 10,021 59 3 3 1 1 

White 32,903 32J30J 86 6 2 1 1 1 

Negro-------------------------------- 10,050 119 ~


Indian------------------------------- 69 14 2 53— 
Japanese 3 2 ~ 

Chinese 2 2 

Filipino 1 1 = 
All other races---------------------- 2 2
 — 

Race not stated or not valid 265 221 43 1


WEST
—


Male


Total	 30,919 29,274 792 203 326 149 121 54

—


White 29,228 29,175 26 15 . 2 4 6 

Negro 794 28 763 2 1 

Indian------------- 221 31 7 ~ 3 

Japanese 330 2 323 2 1 ‘2 

ChLnese 151 2 1 : 145 1 . 
Filipino 136 14 1	 116 5
—

All other races---------------------- 59 22 ~


Race not stated or not valtd--------- 256 169 5 1 2 3 76


Female


Total 22,271 21,211 631 132 190 57 11 39

L


White 21,188 * 24 12 1 4 

Negro 655 46	 607 1 1
—

Indian------------------------------- 127 8	 119
—

Japanese 192 3 187 2


Chinese------------------------------ 59 1 —1 56 1


Filipino 19 5 -i	 11 2
—

All other races 31 1 1	 29
—


Race not stated or not valid 165 111 5 2 1 46
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Table 3. Cross classification of nativity as stated on the death certificate and on the matching

25-percent sample census record (stage II), by geographic region, race, and age for white dece

dents: United States, May-August 1960


Region, race, age,.and nativity on

census record


NORTHEAST


White


1 year and over--------------------


Native-born

Foreign-born


1-44 yeara


Native-born

Foreign-born


45-54 years


Native-born

Foreign-born


55-64 years


Native-born

Foreign-born


65-74 years


Native-born

Foreign-born


75-84 years


Native-born

Foreign-born


85 years and over------------------


Native-born

Foreign-born


Negro


1 year and over--------------------


Nativ$-born

Foreign-born


Other nonwhite


1 year and over--------------------


Native-born

Foreign-born


Nativity on death certificate


Total, Native- Foreign- otal, Native- Foreign-

male born born emsle born born


12,876 9,032 3,844 9,601 6,884 2,717 

9>284 8,960 324 7,080 6,821 259 
3,592 72 3,520 2,521 63 2,458 

1,114 1,078 36 670 648 22 

1,080 1,077 651 647 4 
34 1 19 1 18 

1,410 1,268 766 670 96 

1,275 1,261 678 666 
135 7 88 4 ;: 

2,655 1,993 1,501 1,134 367 

2,049 1,980 1,150 1,124 
606 13 5X 351 10 3:: 

3>866 2,344 1,522 2,606 1,680 926 

2,436 2,313 123 1,738 1,652 
1,430 31 1,399 868 28 8;! 

2,885 1,719 1,166 2,635 1,814 821 

1,794 1,699 1,895 1,799 
1,091 20 1,0% 740 15 7% 

946 630 316 L,423 938 485 

650 630 968 933 
296 2% 455 5 4% 

504 471 33 421 394 27

.-


469 401 394 -,


2 2: 20 Zi


5 9 9 6 :,

=


5	 6 6

3 3


42
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Table 3. Cross classification of nativity,as stated on the death certificate and on the matching

25-percent sample census record (atage II), by geographic region, race, and age for white dece

denta; United States, May-August 1960—Con.


* — 

Region, race, age, and nativity on

census record


NORTH CENTRAL


White


1 year and over--------------------


Native-born

Foreign-born


1-44 yeara


Native-born

Foreign-born


4.5-54yeara


Native-born

Foreign-born


55-64 years


Native-born

Foreign-born


65-74 years


Native-born

Foreign-born


75-84 years


Native-born

Foreign-born


85 years and over------------------


Native-born

Foreign-born


Negro


1 year and over--------------------


Native-born

Foreign-born


Other nonwhite


1 year and over--------------------


Native-born

Foreign-born


Nativity on death certificate


Tota 1 Native- Foreign. Total, Native- ?oreign

male born born female born born


13,97( 11,664 2,31; 10>281 8,630 1,651 

11,85( 
2,12( 

11,631 
3? 

22: 
2,08; 

8,798 
1,483 

8,621 
9 

177 
1,474 

1,345 1,328 21 813 790 23 

1,331 1,325 6 794 790 4 
1[ 3 15 19 19 

1,44~ 1,371 7: 743 702 41 

1,372
6! 

1,369 
2 

J 707 
36 

702 
3: 

2,631 2,308 323 1,414 1,252 162 

2,33: 2,305 1,265 1,251 14 
29~ 3 149 1 148 

4,155 3,341 2,588 2,083 505 

3,381 3,331 2,119 2,075 
774 10 469 8 42? 

3,187 2,441 3,178 2,583 595 

2,516 2,431 2,643 2,583 60 
671 10 535 535 

1,210 875 1,545 1,220 325 

920 870 1,270 1,220 
290 5 275 

623 620 505 501


618 618 503 501 2

5 2 2 2


37 27 25 24 1


29 27 23 23

8 2 1 i


43
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Table 3. Cross classification of nativit as stated on the death certificate and on the mstchin};
25-percent sample census record (stage ~1) , by geographic region, race, and age for white dece
dents: United States, May-August 1960—coII. 

Nativity on death certificate


Region, race, age, and nativity on

census record


rotal, Native- Foreign- Total, Native- Foreign-

male born born ~emale born born


SOUTH


m-


1 year and over-------------------- 10,481 9,875 606 6,863 6,456 407
—
 =


Native-born 9,918 9,863 6,506 6,44J

Foreign-born 563 12 5% 357 3%


1-44 years 1,368 1,357 11 714 700 14
—.


Native-born 1,359 1,357 703 700

Foreign-born 9 11 1?


45-54 years 1,207 1,177 531 520 11
——


Native-born 1,177 1,176 521 520

Foreign-born 30 1 10 1.:


55-64 years------------------------ 1,969 1,888 946 890 !16
——


Native-born 1,892 1,886 896 888 8

Foreign-born 77 2 50 2 (I8


65-74 years------------------------ 2,684 2,480 1,670 1,554 1 L6
——


Native-born 2,492 2,476 1,564 1,552 
Foreign-born J.92 4 106 2 1): 

75-84 years 2,373 2,168 2,064 1,904 130 

Native-born 2,183 2,163 20 1,929 1,899 
Foreign-born 190 5 185 135 5 1?: 

85 years and over------------------ 880 805 75 938 888 50
——


Native-born 815 805 893 888

Foreign-born 65 45 4;


Negro


1 year and over-------------------- 2,155 2,152 1,647 1,645 2
——
—.


Native-born 2,151 2,151 1,645 1,643 2

Foreign-born 4 1 2 2 -


Other nonwhite


1 year and over-------------------- 24 23 19 19 .-

—.
——


Native-born 23 23 19 19

Foreign-born 1 -


44
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Table 3. Cross classification of nativit as stated on the death certificate and on the matching

25-percent sample census record (atage ?1), by geographic region, race, and age for white dece

dents: United States, May-August 1960—Con.


Nativity on death certificate


Region, race, age, and nativity on

census record


Total: Native ‘oreign- Total Native-

male born born fema16 born


WEST


White


1 year and over-------------------- 6,58~ 5,40: 1,18; 4,65: 3,821— 

Native-born

Foreign-born


1-44 years 

Native-born

Foreign-born


45-54 yeara 

Native-born

Foreign-born


55-64 yeara 

Native-born

Foreign-born


65-74 years


Native-born

Foreign-born


75-84 years


Native-born

Foreign-born


85 years and over------------------


Native-born

Foreign-born


Negro


1 year and over--------------------


Native-born

Foreign-born


Other nonwhite


1 year and over--------------------


Native-born

Foreign-born


5,477 5,38t 3,91( 3,819 
1,10; 1: 1,0:: 73; 2 

813$ 7g5 2C 48; 462 

78S 78t < 
1; 1$ 

46246E

20


692 63! 57 387 350 

640 63( 355 350 
52 1 5: 32 

1,315 1,123 192 604 512 

1,139 1,121 519 510 
176 2 85 2 

1,786 1,393 1.142 940 

1,408 1,391 952 940 
378 2 190 

1,517 1,141 1,271 981 

1,171 1,141 1>021 981 
346 250 

465 320 762 576 

330 315 601 576 
135 5 161 

184 183 ;20 120 

183 183 119 119 
1 1 1 1 

187 87 100 109 58 

94 61 58 
93 48 

Foreign-

born


832


97

735


25


6

19


37


3:


92


51


45
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Table 4. Cross classificationof country of origin as stated on the death certificateand on the

matching 25-percent sample census record (stageII), by sex for white decedentsclassifiedas

foreign-bornon the census record: United”.States,
May-August 1960


~ 

Country of origin on death certificate

—. 

Sex and country of origin on census record United 
tre- Nor ,us-King- land way 

;weden ;er

dom oany :ria


White male


1 Total 7,370 567 293 196 261 797 36CI — _ == 

2 United Kingdom 630 557 58 1 1 

3 Ireland ’245 7 233 

4 Norway 194 194 

5 Sweden 255 7 251 . 

6 Germany 795 747 4 

7 Austria 325 2 ? &’~ 

8 Poland 724 15 33 

9 Czechoslovakia 227 2 15 

10 Hungary 171 2 15 

11 Yugoslavia-------------------’-------------- 142 1) 

12 Lithuania 106 . 

13 Finland 70 2 . 

14 U.S.S.R 646 2 2k 

15 Italy 1,202 -

16 Canada 546 

17 Mexico 155 
18 All other 937 1 2 8 19 6 

White female


19 Total 5.096 411 349 100 226 610 222
. _ ——
—.


20 United Kingdom 467 410 52
—

21 Ireland 305 1 =7


22 Norway 100 100
—

23 Sweden 226 221


24 Germany 633 589 5
—

25 Austria 203 lljo
——

26 Poland 471 9 6


27 Czechoslovakia 187 5 11 

28 Hungary 129 20 

29 Yugoslavia 74 12 

30 Lithuania 101 

31 Finland 88 

32 U.S.S.R 382 2 7 

33 Italy 655 

34 Canada 472 

35 Mexico 108 

36 All other 495 5 5 1 
— —— 
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Table 4: Cross classification of country of origin as stated on the death certificate and on the

matchmg 25-percent sample census record (stage II), by sex for white decedents classified as

foreign-born on the census record: United States, May-August Igbo--con.€

Country of origin on death certificate


Czech-

0slo-

Hun- Yugo- Lith- Fin- All Native


vakia gary sIavia uania land .S.R. Italy Canad: Mexicc 
othe] U.S.A.


65h 212 182 131 106 68 642 1>206 52< 152 12t 1— — — 

- 1 1( 2 
c
 3 

4 
1 1 5 

1 7 7 10 1: 6 
15 18 8 8 7 . c 7 

JKIQ 2 2 37 5 21 8 
2 ~ 6 5 1 9 
1 . ~ 1 1 .0 

2 5 J& .1 
3 .- 92 8 1 .2—


67 1 .3— 
22 5 5 558 19 .4— 
- 1,187 8 .5 
1 1 528 16 ,6
—

-
 152 3 .7


3 21 12 23 ,8 

476 178 107 73 111 88 353 659 460 106 83 .9-

2 1 2 ,0 

5 2 ,1 

2


5 3


18 2 2 5 12 4 

9 10 2 1 7 5 

~ 1 23 5 6 

7 3 5 7 

,1	 98 2 3 2 8— 
- ~ 1 9

- 99 1 1 0— 

@ 1 
23 9	 312 22 7 2— 

649 6 3
—

. 455 2 15 4
—


104 1 3 5— 
. 2 3 11 4 5 448 11 6 

— 
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